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ABSTRACT

The diffraction of a plane electromagnetic via-ve by a slit in a

thick conducting ="r".tt is investigatecl using the Inliener-l{opf ancl the

generaLízed scattering matrix techniques. For purposes of the analysis,

the diffraction by two ídentical semi-infinite parallel plate waveguides

forming a tandem slit configuration is treated first in order Lo

determine the interactíon betrveen the open ends of the waveguicles. Thís

inËeractíon is then utilized in solving for the thick slit geometry

which is obtained by filling Ëhe parallel plate regions rvith a dielectric

whose permittivity is allor,red to approach infinity. For an E-polarized

íncident plane r,rave, the sol-ution is expressed in ray-optical ter,ms and

the diffraction by each thick edge is viewed as that due to a thin edge

centred at the middle of the thick edge and modified by an appropriate

diffraction coefficient. The thick edge-edge ínteractíon term, on the

other hand, is also modified such thaË each thíek edge is viewecl by the

other as Ëhe combination of an ínhomogeneous líne source as rvel1 as a

line dipole. It ís shor,¡n that, in general , the ef f ective width of a

slit becomes smaller with íncreasing screen Ëhickness. The far field

scatËering properties of a thick slit thus obtained are employed to

determine the scattering coefficients of s¡rmmetric and asymmetric

waveguide díaphragms of fínite thickness, Thís applícation, though

best suíted to the high frequency range far from modal cutoffs, is

shor,rn to leacl to accurate results even in the dominant mode range.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

. Numerous mÍcro\,/ave structures dealing rvith diffraction and

waveguíde propagation employ slits or slots of various sizes for coupling

purposes. Although these structures are sirnple to construct in principle,

they normally present serious mechaníca1 difficulties unless the screen

thickness is f.lnite. Since the thiclcness also affects the electrícal

performance of these sLructures, it shoukl be incorporatecl as a design

parameter. As rnost of the available analysi.s applies to apertures in

infinitesímally thin screens, any atternpt to study this parameter should

therefore be of ínterest to those engaged in design or application of

such structures

This thesis is concerned r¿ith Ehe díffraction of a plane

'electromagnetic wave by a slit in a Ëhick conducting screen. It also

deals vrith the applicatíon of Ëhese results to fincling the effecl; of

finíte thickness on reflection ancl transmission properties of asymmetric

and symnnetríc waveguíde díaphragms. Although the study is specifícally

confi¡red to s1íts in f ree space or \,Javeguides, some of the results may

be also extended. to deal with thick slots ín free space or l,/aveguides.

The extension to the design of mulËícavity waveguide filËers using

thick diaphragms is another interesting application r¡hich is ornitted

here but reported elservhere t1].

The díffraction of a plane electromagnetic r+ave by a slit (or

strip) in a thin conducting screen has receivecl i.¡icle attention due to its



importance in mj-cror,rave and optical ínstrrm'Lentatíon 12-61. Considerable

literature is available on the subject and is briefiy revier¡ecl here as

backgrouncl to the thick slit problem. ft is v¡el1 knor+n t.hat an exact

solutíon for the thín sliC can be found in Ëerms of eígenfunctíon

series of Mathierr functions [7,8:l , but íts usefulness is ljliited to

kå < 10 (where ís the wave number and a is the half aperture

width) because of the difficulty in tabulating the Ì,fathieu functions

and poor convergence of the series. Power series solutions in ka,

also restricted to small slit widths, have been reported by Groschwit,z

and llön1 [9], IIönl and Zimmer [10], ]füller and I'Iestpfairl [11], and

Bouwkanp [12]. For large slit widths Clemmorv [13] used the concept of

eclge currents, while IÍÍ1lar IfZr] presented an asymptotic solution of

the integral equations by successive íteratj-on. A I^liener-Ilopf treatment

of the íntegral equation approach was given by Levine I15].

In 1953, Kel1er [16] proposed a more promísing apÞroach called

Ehe geometrical theory of diffraction for a large class of diffraction

problems. The proposed ray-optical method provídes physícal insight

ínto the mechanism of díffractíon since the geometrícal parameters

dictate the paths of the propagating rays. Another basic advantage of

this method lies in its simplicity since it employè elementary

(Ërigonometric) functions for the far field on a ray and the resulLing

asymptotic series is comparable in accuracy, though more rapidly

convergent, than the inf inite se-ries result:lng froni the,boundary value

solution for large aperLure dimensions. The theoryr âs proposed or

nodified, has been very successful in solvíng many problerns ín



díffraction by apertures 12,L7,18], by snooth objects [19,20], in

antenna strrrctures l2I,22l and waveguides t23]. In the applícatíon

to vraveguídes, specia.l rnention should be made to the rrrork of Yee and

Felsen 124-27] rvho proposed a novel approach to the scattering by

discontinuities in a waveguide using the free space scattering properties

of the scatLering cent.res constitutíng the discontinuity. IL r,ras found

that rvhile the ray-opt,ical technique ís best suited to the high frequency

(multímode) regime fal from the modal cutoffs, it is capable of províding

satísfactory results even in the range of propagation of only th"e

dominant mo<le. l4ore recent r.^¡ork on the problem of diffraction by a

slit (or a strip) has been due to Khashind and Vainshteyn [28],

Popov 1291, Yu and Rudduck [4], Tan [5] and Ufimtsev [6]. An

assumptíon coÍìmorr to all these investigations is that the sl-it (or the

strip) is infinitesimally thín. The difficulty in consiclering a finite

screen thickness arises from the fact that rro convenient extension of

Ëhe conventj.onal methods of approach can be readi1.7 found,

Very few investigations have dealt with the subject of slits or

sloËs ín thick screens. Nomura and Inawashiro t30] proposed a boundary

value solution using hleber-ShafheiElínrs integrals and Jacobits poly-

nomials for the problem of Eransmission of acoustíc waves through a

circular channel of a thick rvall. Wilson and Sorok-a [31] obtaíned an

approxÍmate solution for acoustic incidence whích coincided. with the

complícatecl exact solutíon of òlomura and Inarvashiro t3OJ over a wide

range of frequencÍes. Budach [32] presented an approximate solution

for acoustic incidence on a thick slit of dimensions very s¡nall compared



to the r,ravelength À. l4ore recentlyr. Lehman, using the analytic

properties of finite Fourier transforms, shor're<l thât the electromagnetic

field distributÍons for a thick slit can be obtaine<l by solving a

single variable FreCholrn equation of the second kind I33]. His numerical
' , ," ,'

approach, though restricted to a s¡rmmeLrical excitation Ci.e. truo plane

\¡raves illumínating the slit symmetrically a-t angles 0 and -e), spans

the Rayleigh to geonetrical optics range. Ïlorvever, since the approach

ís numerical, there is a lack of physical insight into the mechanisrn

of diffraction leading to a very límited application of the results

ob taínecl

Since the ray-optical method has been strccessful in a large

number of free space an-d waveguíde problems', iË presents a promising

approach to the analysís of the thick slit problem. However, the

conventíonal ray method is inconveníent to apply because of the four

scattering cenÈres and the large number of edge-edge interactions

involved. Moreover, ít is restricted to the case of sufficíently

large screen thickness. Thus an appropriaLe diffraction coefficient,

associated with an equívalent thin edge situated at the centre of the

thick half plane, would be of great use in the eliminaLion of these

restrictions.

Hanson [34] apparently \,ras the f irst to consider the thick half

plane problem. Under Èhe asstrnption ËhaE kb << 1 (where 2b is the

.thickness of the half plane) he obtained a solution correct to the

zeroth order of hb. Such a solution bears strong sjmílaríty to that

of diffraction by a semi-inf inite paral-lel plate r,raveguide, rvhich is



also soivable by the Wiener-I{opf method. Sometime later Jones [35]

formulaLed the thick half plane problem in terms of trvo ecluations of

Ëhe Wiener-Hopf type ancl- obtained an approximate "otution uncler the

assumption that l(b << 1. Harden [36] has reported extensive near

field experimental data on the fíeld inte-nsity and phas e characLeristics

of'the diffraction pattern of a Ëhick half plane r.¡hose thickness'i" of

the order of Lhe r.ravelength. The most recent work on thís topic is

due to Lee and iMittra [37] rvho obt¿íned. a solution to the diffractíon

of a plane rvave by a parallel plate r,raveguide, loaded wíth a dielectric

recessed by an arbítrary distance ô from the aperture, ín terms of a

highly convergent ìtreumann series involving scattering matrices. The

scaËtering matríces l^rere obtaíned from the rvel1-knov¡n solution to the

problem of diffractíon and radiation by a semi-infinite parallel plate

waveguíde [:e1. The solution of the thick half plane problem for an

incident H-polarized plane electrom.agnetic \,{ave v/as obtained by letting

ô -+ O and allor¡ing the permittivÍty of the díelectric to approach

ínfíníty.

Since one of the novel applications of the thick s1ít solution

ís to the scaËtering by a thick waveguide díaphragm, it would be

relevant to discuss some of the approaches that haie been employed in

the past to deal vrith this problem. Mumford [39] proposed an approximate

formula deduced from experimental results to account for the finite

thickness of waveguíde irises. Akhiezer [40] extended Bethers t41l

theory for sma1l holes to include the effect of the finite screen

thickness. In investigating the properties of narrow slots, Oliner l42l



víewecl Ëhe thick slot as a composite structure consisting of a length

of waveguide,equal to the slot ¡^¡al1 thickness and of cross-sectional

'di.mensíons equal to those of the sloL. Cohn [43] using a conformal
l

nrapping technique suggested by Davy 1,441, obtained an approximate

f'ormula for capacitance betr,'een trvo'ínfiníte plates of f inite thíckness.

The thickness of a capacitive iris \,Ias accounted for by considering a

líne section of certain length and the formulae obtained r^rere applicable

only for 2b/9" >> 1 (where 2b is the thickness and .0 the width of

the aperture). Garb et al. [45] made an integral equatíon formulation

for the fields on the trvo sides of a thick slot connecting two cavíties.

Though their solution is appl-icable for any ratio of 2b to L, it is

valid only for both 2b and ø << ).. Thus, most of these Ínvestígations

are restricËed to slit or slot dirnensions small compared to the \,/ave-

length.

This thesís is concerned vrith a ray-opLical solution of Lhe

thick slít problem f.or a plane electromagnetíc wave incident at an

oblíque angle. The solution, expressed in terms of simple diffractíon

eoeffícients assigned to each thíck half plane is shown to be applicÀte

to.a large number of related probl-erns. For Lhe purposes of the analysis,

we first find the solution to the problem of diffraction by a tandem

slit configuration. This forms the basís of Chapter II. The tandem

sli-t problem is basic to the problem of a thick slit similar to the

manner in whieh the solutíon of the para1le1 plate waveguide problern

tred to the solution of the thick half plane [37]. ]:lumerical computations

are performed for various values of slít r,¡iclth ([) and slit seiaration



(2b) and the results compared nith variational and experínental results

of Alldreclge [46]. It is shor,rn that as the, tanclem slit separatíon

increases, the f írst peak in the scatter:erl cross-sectiion decreases and

moves towards values corresponding to larger sliL widths.

In Chapter TII r,¡e first obtaín the solution to the thick half

plane problem f or an j-ncident E-polarizecl el ectromagnetic pJ-ane r,tave.

Diffractíon patterns for various values of screen thickness Czb) and

angle of incidence 0o are obËained, and ít is shorvn that the peak

ín the diffraction patterns moves gradually toru'ards g = :0o vrith the

increase of kb. In the latter part of Chapter III the results for the

thick half plane and the tandem slít configuratíon are combined to form the

solutj.on Eo the thick slit problem. Computations of the diffractíon

pat.terns are performed for varíous values of slit width and screen

Ëhickness and compared with experÍmental <lata. It is found that the

effective wÍdtl-r of a slir decreases with íncreasing screen thickness,

In Chapter TV the solution for the f.ar flÍeld diffraction by a

thick slit is utilízed to find the scattering coefficients of thick

asymmetric and symmetríc diaphragms. The results obtained are compared

with experimental andfor available numerical data 1471. Chapter V

summarizes the general conclusíons of this thesis. Finally, most of

the material in Chapters II to IV has already been reported elservhere

[1,48-51].



CHAPTER II

FOP.},IULATION OF TT{E BOUNDARY VALUE PB-OBLE}Í OF A TANDEM SLIT

Tn this chapter, the díffraction of a plane electromagnetic

wave by two slits in a tandem configuration (see f'íg. 2.I) is investi-

gated by the l^Iíener-Hopf technique. The solution of this problem is

employed in the next chapter to solve for the thick slit by filling the

space in betv¡een the parallel plate waveguides r,/ith a dielectríc v¡hose

perrnittivity is allorved to approach ínfínity.

The diffraction of a plane electromagnetic wave by a s1ít in a

conducting screen has received wide attention due to íts importance in

mícrov¡ave and opiical instrumentation 12-61. Although an exacË solution

is avaílable ín terrls of l4athieu functions for the thin screen case,

the problem is of suffícient interest for testing asymptotíc diffraction

theories 'u¡here edge-edge ínteractíon.is only knoru'n for large slit

widths. Hor"ever, trr'hen there are trùo slíts in tandem, the problem

becomes complicated since conventional methods cannot be readily

extended. The geometrícal theory of diffraction is ínconvenient to

apply because of the four scattering centres anC large number.of edge-

edge ínteractions involved, unless a reduction in the number of scatter-

ing centres is achíeved. Furthermore, the ray method is restricted to

the case of large plate-plate separation and it has been shorvn [52]

that., for Ëhe case of a single paralle1 plate l,raveguide, ít yields

results rvhich are not in complete agreement r¿ith the asymptotic form of

the exact solution. These difficulties may be overcome by using an
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equivalent edge concept ancl viewing the díffraction by each parallel

plate waveguí-de as that due Èo a thin edge centred at the middle of the

paral1el plate waveguíde modífied by a multiplicatíon factor, as shorvn

1ater.

The problem has been solved in the past by Alldredge [46] using

the variatíonal príncíple. Though his analytical results are only

valid for very smal1 plate separation (21..b < 0.985, where k is the

free space vrave number and 2b is the plate separatíon), hís experi-

mental data for various values of slíË wiclth and plate separation ís

found Ëo be very useful for comparíng wíth our approximate solution.

Our approach is based on the boundary value metllod which leads

to a i¡Iiener-Hopf equatíon similar to that obtaíned by Jones [53] and

tr{illiams [54] for the complementary stríp problem. This equation is

solved ín a manner similar to these authors and Lhe results are used to

extend the generalízed scattering matrix solution of Lee and l4ittra l37l

to the thick slit problem. The final solution is obtained in the ray-

optical form and expressed ín terms of ray diffraction coefficients

assigned to each.parallel plate waveguicle. Thus for sma11 slit rvidths,

we replace Ëhe Whíttaker functíons by Fresnel integrals and the result-

ing solution may be shoivn to be sirnílar to that obtained by Yu and

nudduck [4] for the eomplementary strip problem. For large slit vridths,

the asytnptotic evaluatíon of the l^lhíttaker functíons yields a solution

simílar to those of Keller lZl and Karp and Russek t3] for the case of

a wide slit in a thin screen. This is shown to be possíble using an

equivalent edge concept where the diffraction bv a parallel plate



11

\daveguide is attributed to a thin edge with an appropriate multiplication

factor.

2.1 ljerir¡ation of the Integral Eguation

Consider the parallel plate tandem slit configuratíon shown in

Fig. 2.7. Let an E-polarízed plane wave

(2.L)

can be

= exÞ(-ikx cos0 - ikv sinO )e-ioto'o'0.'l-

den

ted

toL

ó't

be

x

0=

t on the plates. The time dependence e-ioÈ will henceforth

. Let 0 be the field scattered by the tandem slít and 0t

al field. Set

I -ikx cosOo-íky sinOo -ikx cosOo+ík(y-2b)sinO
lo*. o ' o-" o;y>b
I

=)
I
I

lo ; - b < y < b , - æ < x < æt-
I y<-b,-co<x<oo (2.2)
L-

the Fouríer transform of Èhe scattered field þ with respect

direction. Thus

iI I icrx
-- | ó er*^ ax (2.3)
(2tr)' 

J

be inci

be omít

be Èhe

Let 0

Ëo the

where cr is a complex variable given by (see Fig. 2,2)

q,=O+iT

The two-dimensíonal steady-state \^zave equation for

writEen as

t)â-ó a-0 ,
-+-+k-0=0âx- ôy-

(2.4)
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Mulríplying (2.4) by (2tr¡-'< "io* and integratíng rvith respect to x

from _ó to *co , Ive obtaín

(2.s)

(2.7 )

2

tia1ly

decrease

I¡IaVe t

(2. B)

(2.9a)

(2 . eb)

(2.9c)

cíated

sents a

be clone

ne and

-]-"Ï + .ío* d* . ++ k2o = o
(2r)-' J â"- ãy"

which t.u,r".] .o

lao ioxlæ .^[*.*f -*$-y2o=o 
(2.6)

L* 
t 

J-- - 
to- J-æ dy

r^¡hef e

2 2 .2Y =cx -K
and k is temporaríly assumed to be complex i.e. k = k, + ik

(kt t 0, k2 > 0). Physically when k2 t 0, 0 behaves exponen

at infinity because of the finite damping-outgoing rraves musE

exponentially as \^re go to infínity. Since 0 is an outgoing

contributions from the bracketed terms vanish. Thus

a2o 2-

-_y-e=0ãy-

and the solution of this equation is of the form

[ot-Yt 'Y>b
I

o = {lsyy , y < _ bt-
[s.vv+ce-YY,-bÍvÍ¡\-

In thÍs solution there are branch points at o = tk. The asso

branch cuts have to be arranged in such a rvay that (2.g) rePre

solutíon of (2.8) r¿hich can be inverted to give 0. This may

by cutting the o-plane from +k to Jã ín the uPPer half pla



L4

-k Ëo -æ in the lower half plane and choosing the branch such that

Y + o if c! = o + + æ. By analytíc continuatíon r¡e have Y = -ik

çhen cx,=0 and y+lol vrhen o=o->-æ (Noble[38],p. 10). It

is to be noted that (2.9a) and (2.9b) should also have terrns of the

vv _. -vvtype 41"'t and Dl. 'r, respectívely. .Hortever, these terms vanísh

because Õ(ct,y) is bounded as lyl * - for all cx in the strÍp

-k|rr.k2
The boundary conditions for the various quantities are:

i) 0r=0 on y=1br-æ(x<p,Q(x(-

íi) 0t and Õa are continuous on y = +b r -æ ( x ( -

ííi) 0 and Õ arecontinuouson y=-b,--lx(æ

iv) 3 l'o, p) and 3 (".. P) are conrinuous on y = +b ,'dy\dy/dy\dyl
p<x<q

v) + and P arecontinuouson y=-b,p(x<q'dydy
vi) 0 = o(r%) and P = OC;%l as r -> 0, rvhere r ís the dístance'dy

from any of the edges [55].

The subscript rrttr in the above conditions denotes Ëota1 quantities.

Differentiating (2.9a) wí-th respect to y, elíminating A and

. lettíng y tend to (b + 0), we have (with Õr = g ^ etc.)- ôy' -

Q'(¡ + O) = - y Õ(b + 0) (2.r0)

r,¡hich can be rer,¡ritten ín the form

"ioqoi(u 
+ 0) + o{(t + 0) + eíctpo' (b + 0)

= - y[ut"o.*(b + 0) + Õl(b + 0) +.Íopo-cu + o>] (2.11)

rvhere
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I1t
L2 I

(2rr) " )
q

p
r1t

etr¡a )

c
Irl

=-l

<zr>4 )
p

ict (x-q )e-C1x

"ia(x-p) U*

(2.L2a)

(2.L2b)

(2.I2c)õ-1
. icrxQe dx

âô a0 40,- -'+
Õt = =j 

Ãr rhr = _ (Z.LZI)-+-âY '---âY '-1-ðY
It is necessary to determine the behaviour of these transforms for

Iarge 16l. Since Q varies exponentially for large x as

exp(- t rl"l), it tends to zero as l*l 
-* - and the transform Õ is

therefore regular in the strip -k2 a , a LZ in the o-plane. Next

consider Õ_(ct) vñrich is clearly regular in the lor¿er half plane

, , kZ. By a change of variable z = x - p, we have

0

o = I i; I ro + p¡eiaz ð.2 (2.r3)
(2r)'' )

Now the edge condition (vi, p. 14) gives þ(z + p) = O(zL') as z - O,

so that

@-(cr) = o(la;3/2, Q.Ll)

as lal * - Ín Ëhe lorver half plane. Sí.milar1y O+(cr) whích is

regular in the upper half plane t > -k, , is oClsl-3/2) as lol * -
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in the upper half plane. Also

"-ioeo, 
(s) = -r- I *,-r.ia(x-q) ¿* = -l= I ,a" + q¡eiou d,,

' (2ù'' ) Qtr)" )
P P-q 

(2.1s)

so that the left hand side is regular in Ëhe 1or¡er half plane and is

oClol-3/2) as lol * - in the lor,¡er half plane. sÍmi1ar1y "-íopor{o)
. Ís regular in the upper half plane and is 0(lcxl-3/2) as lcll -' -

in the upper half p1ane.

Differentiating (2.9b) with respect to !, eliminating D and

letting y tend to (-b - 0), r+e have

0'(-b -.0) = yÕ(-b - 0) (2.L6)

which, using (2.12), can be relrrítten in the form

"ioq oi(-b - 0) + oi(-b - 0) +.ioP ol(-b - 0)

= rl"ton o+(-b - 0) + ol(-b - 0) + "ioP o-(-b - 0)l
L-I-I_J

(2.L7)

Define

s' (o) 
= ol(b + o) + o:(-b - o)

'r1-T

r:(i) = Õl(b - o) + Õl(-b + o)'r -f -t-

¡' (o) 
= Õi(ri + 0) - o:(-b - 0)'r t- -1-

¡' (i) = .Þl(b - o) - o:(-b + o)t--rr

(2. 18a)

(2.18b)

(2.18c)

(2 .18d)

rvhere the superscripts trotr and rrirr refer to the outer and ínner

sides of the half planes, respectively. Adding and subtracting (2.LI)
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and (2.L7) and using (2.I8), we obtain

,, (o)"ioq * si(o) n ,, (o).iop - - ,Þl"l * oÍ")"ioQ * oj")"t"|
(2.Le)

and

¡, (o)"ioq * ni(o) * o:(o).iap = _ y[r{., * rÍ.).iaq * rjor"t"l
(2.20)

where s|(o) , ,:(o) , o{o) , oft) "r. analogous ro rhe corresponding

quantities in (2.18).

For elíminating the constants B and C , we proceed by setting

y = b - 0 âr,.d y = -b + 0 in (2.9c). Usíng (2.I2), r+e have

.toqo*{b - o) + ol(b - o) + e

.ioqo*{-tr + 0) + o1(-b + 0) + uioPo_(-b + 0) = ¡e-Yb * c.Yb

(2.2Lb)

Differentiating (2.9c) with respect to y and setting y = b - 0 and

y=-b*0rwehave

.tonoi(o - 0) + oi(b - 0) + eictpo'(b - 0) = yBeYo - ra.-to
(2.22a)

.tooai(-o + 0) + oi(-b + 0) + 
"tona:(-b + 0) = .¡Be Yb -.¡c.Yb

(2.22b)

ElímÍnatíng B and C from (2.2L), (2.22) and using (2.18), we have

"roo ,i(r) * ,içi) + uiop s, 
(i) 

= yco.nro ÉÍt, * oÍt)"io{ * ojt)"t"9

and 
2'23)

"ioq ri(i) + o¡(il + eicxp D, 
(i) 

= yranhyb 6Ít, . ,(i)"icrq * ,(r)"t",
(2.24)

ioPo_(b - o) = BuYb + ce-Yb (2.2La)
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The condition of zero tangentíal electríc field on the plates leads to

D+=D_=S+=S-=0

where the superscrípts have been omitted, since from the continuíty of

Q on v = tb, tÍo) - sÍi) = s+. símilarly olt', oft' are wrítten as

Dt and t{o), tÍt' are written as st.

Now from (2.18a) and (2.f8b), vre have

si(o) - si(i) = oi(b + 0) + oi(-b -0) - oi(b - 0) - oi(-b + 0)

vrhere the second and fourth terms on the right hand side cancel ouË

because of the boundary condition (v, p. 14). Thus we have

si(o) - si(i) = oi(b + o) - Õi(b - o)

I
L

(2r)''

q

p

-ikx eos0 -ikb sin0 icx
(2iksino)e o oe dx' o'

-íkb sinO
2k sinO e

o
i(s-k cosOo)Q

i"

i(cl-k.""Urrl

recognizíng tSubtracting

o{") = o{i)

iooe'

where

(zr)\ (a - k cosOo)

(2.23) fron (2.I9), usíng (2.25) and

= Dl, we have

*"* * A'G(o) + eíGp ìls_ = - ot/ll,(c)¡l

Af = 2k sino e-ikb 
sinoo

.o
Í(cl-k cos0o)g í(cl-k cosOo)p

e -e
r.

(2n)''(cl - k cosOo)

-e (2.2s)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)

haÉ

c (s)
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tþ^ = 5'(o)o+l

il,r = g'(o)

^, (i)
"+

s, 
(i)

(2.2e)

and

e-Ybsính yb (2. 30)yb

Here t*(cl), L_(s) are regular in the upper ('r > - kZ) and lower

(t < kr) half planes, respectívely, and are asynìptotic to lol-'u as

o tends to ó Ín the appropriate half planes (Noble [38] , p. f02).

Símilar manÍpulation of (2.20) and (2.24) yields

.ioq Vo. + A'c(s) + .'oP ,l,o - - y sr/K(cr) (2.31)
-r

where we have used Ehe fact that "(o) - "(í) : s.. Here ú^ , ün' "l "1 "1' 'O*,
are defined analogous to those in (2.29) and

K(o) = r*(a) K-(s) = e-Yb cosh yb (2.32>

r*(o), K_(a) are regular in upper (t > - kr) and lorver (r < kr)

half plane, respectively, and are asyaptotic to constants as lcrl * -

in the appropriate half planes. Both f*(ct) and t*(o) are defined

and evaluated ín Appendix A.

It should be noted that (2.26) and (2.31) hold i¡r Ëhe common

strip of regularity (-kZ . r < kr) of all the functions and provide

the complete solution of the tandern s1ít configuration. They are of

the same Ëype as discussed by a nurnber of authors [53154,56] and are

solved ín Ëhe folloiuing section.
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2.2 Solution of the Integral Equations

In this section ve split the non-regular functíons ín (2.26) and

(2.37) Ínto functions which are regular Ín the upper and lower hal-f

plar'es in the a-plane and apply the usual Wiener-Hopf technique to solve

for the unknovrn, ú"*, ú"_, Uln, Ul_, Dl and 51. Thus multíplying

(2.31) by .-ioq and simplifying, we obtain

. --ioq
üo*rl(cr) * äOf . .io(p-q),rn r](cr) = - A'c(c,¿)Ki(cx)"-íoqu -t -t- 

(2.33)

K, (cx) K (cr)
t = rl(c)¿) r'(g)

T

(2.34)

determine

rer'rriting

(o + t<)% 
"-ítr/4 

(cr, - t<)% e
rTtÃ

where

For applying the I^Iiener-liopf

the behaviour of the terms in

(2.29) f.or tp^ , we have
u+

*o* = ¡' (o) - D' 
(i)

K'(o) =

Di

K(o)
---;-- . L(u' - k'7''

technique, it is

(2.33) for large

necessary to

l"l. rhus

Also from (2.18), r,re have

Follorving steps similar

?ó(r) = oG-L'\ as r ->
òy

upper half plane (r > -

upper half plane. Thus

upper half plane and is

0) ,. etc.

(2.L4) and using Ëhe condition that

be shor'rn that UrD+ is regular in the
t-

is o(lol--z¡ as lcxl * - in the

term in (2.33) is regular in the

as lcrl -n * in the upper half plane.

(o) = o:(b + o)
f - ol (-¡ -t

to (2.13) ,

0, it can

k) and

the first

oclol-11
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Símilarly, the second term is regular in the lower half plane (T , kZ)

and is Of lol-fl as lol * - in the lower half plane. The third and

fourth terms are, hovlever, regular in neither half plane but can be

r^¡rítten as Ëhe sum of regular functions using Cauchyts formula

'Íc*- ídl-".

r I r(E) it 1 I r(q)f (o) = rf, I ä=." dE - ùl I ãY" dE = f*(r) + f_(cx)
)J
ic-- id-* (2.35)

where f (ct) ís a function regular in the strip containíng c and d

(see Fig. 2.3). The integral along c is regular in the upper half

plane and the integral along d is regular in the lov¡er half plane.

Introducíng the expressíon for c(cx) (2.28) tn (2.33) and usíng

(2.35), we have

- A, .-ikq 
cosoo 

I ., . I
'r+ * * 

ã7,;:T """i; t*i*' 
- Ki(k cosel + M+(cr) r- N+(cx)

-io,o -ê ^S.

= -'q-,' - M-(*) - N-(cr) #ffi Kf(rc cos.o)

(2.36)

where

M. (a) + M (çr) = uio(p-q) ,r^ (cr) Kl(o)î-D+

icl (p-q) -ikp cos0o

N*(e) +N-(s) = -#,iryrl(o) (2'38)

Here we have used the fact that

(2 .37 )



Ftg. 2.3 The integratlon contours in the complex f-plane

l.J
f.J
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-ikc cos0

" 
' orl (o)

,T

- k cosO
o

rms in the f

r > - k^) a
¿

, assuming Ë

technique sh

case the ob

strip -krlc

clear below

arly multipl

¡ve have

rJl^ rr (cr) + Y (cr)
u

-íkq cos0o

- k cosO

-íkq cos0

0 <t
o

applied

to obta

r<k2l

and

f^7êr

0<

be

is

t
Lt

Ë
t:

ST

1o

E

1d

ct

0l

no

ec

s0

Ín

{u,.,, 
- K;(k ".=u",j ]

+

ir

nd

ha

ou

o

)

v

-kcosU +
o

second

(t<

-o r: (t co s0

t

TÍ

I
)l

"J
rackets are

half planes

r/2<Øo<

trip krcos0

ons holding

The reasons

regular insquare b

k^cosO )¿o
/2. (rf

in the s

in relati

cos0 [.o'

v¡here the te

the upper (

respectively

Inlíener-Hopf

- in eíther

sSrmmetríca1

wíll become

Sinil

rearranging,

o

in

for

the

'rck
¿̂

a

this

(2.3r) by "-iop, using (2.34) and

o ^-isP
üo_ K'(o) . 

fu 
+ eío(q-p) *o* (o) = - A'c(o) rl(cv,)e-íop

(2.3e)

The first term in (2.3g) is regular in the lower half plane (r . kZ)

and is OClol-l1 as lcrl * * in the lower half plane. Also the

second term is regular in the upper ha1-f plane (T t - kZ) and is

otl"l-l) as lol * - in the upper half plane. The third and fourth

terms are, however, regular in neither half plane but can be v¡ritten as

the sum of regular functions using (2.35). This leads to

-iko cos0
Af " 

' orl(o)

(zt)4 (a - k cosoo )

z*(cr)

.-ioPs, (a)
- z_(ci) = - rKf(Ð

-r

- Y, (a) +t
(2.40>
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where

Y, (cx) + Y (cr) = .io(c-n)*^ K'(*)''- - u+-

Ía(q-p)-Íkq cos0
Atx'(o)e ' o

(ztr)1(a - k cosoo)

M, (a), Y, (ct) and M (cx), Y (o) are regular in the upper (t
TT

and lorver (t < kr) half planes, respectively, and are Otlcrl

lcrl * - ín the respecti-ve half planes. N*(o), z*(u) and I'l-

are regular in the upper (t > - kr). and loiuer (t < krcos0 )

planes, respectively, and are oClsl-3/2) as lcrl -n - in the

(2 .4r)

(2.42)

, -kr)
-1.)as

(cr), z_(a)

half

(2.43a)

(2.43b)

respective half planes. Thus the left hand side of (2.36) and ríght

hand side of (2.40) are regular in the upper half plane (r , - k2').

The other sides are regular in the lorver half plane (T < krcos0o).

Their behaviour, as lcll * - in Ëhe respective half planes Ínclícates

that the extended form of Liouvillers theorem (tloble [:S], p. 38) can

be applíed Ëo prove Ëhat each side of each equation equals zero.

Let

-ikp cosO_
. Afe 

- o
t^ = u (a)
'D- er)%(o - k cosoo) 'Ð-'

-ikq cosO _

,r, - At" o

*o**æ= Hfi*{"1

where the asterisk indicates that t$, (o) has a pole at cL = k cos0o
-l-

but otherv¡ise is reguiar for t t - k2. 5 (cl) is regular for

r < k.cos0^. On equating the left hand si¿]s o¡ (2.36), (2.40) to zelo¿o
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and

by

and

dE

pre

ati

{Q

introducing explicit ex

using (2.35) and the not

i"
H* (cr)i(l (cr) + 1 

|D r- '2rí 
I+)

ssions f or Il, (s) , N, (o) , Y (0.) ,TT

on in (2.43), rve obtain

.-iE (q-p)% (g)Ki(E)

z_(a)

and

H^ (cx)r'(o)
D

In Ëhese equations -k2 a d .

first equaËion T > c; in Èhe

0 < 0o < | vre can choose 
(al

d = -c = a. Replacing E by

and remembering that fi(-o) =

f*
Hð*(o)x;c", - # 

I
ia_*

Lc-@

-Íkq cos0
Ate - o-ffi

o'

-íko cos0
Ate ' o

@

Ídr-
I i¿ (c-o)
I "; 

- '';;' '- 
H* (g)K'(E) dg = o

J t-* u+

id--

6-cx

Kl (k cosO ) = O-t- o

Kl (k cosO ) = 0-l.o

I- 2Tti

(2.44)

(2.4s)

(2.46)

krcos 0o , -kZ ( c ( krcosOo. In Lhe

second 'r < d. From the assumptíon

so that -krcosOo ( a ( krcosOo and take

(-6) ín (2 .44) and o by (-ct) ín (2.45)

Kt (+cI), rve have

.i6 (q-p)rb_(_E)K,(6)

6+cl dE

!b

ia*-
1l-ñr)

' ia--

(-o)Kl (s)
-t- E+a d6=o (2.47)
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equations. Define

(-o)

(-o)

Kl (k cosO )1.O

(2.48a)

(2.48b)

(2.48) are

cL = k cosO
o

, we obtaín

(2 .4e)

sions

sat

2.48)

that expres

simple pole

and using (

E* (6)K'(E),+
CX

)

T

k means

ept for

(2.47)

^iE (q-p
c

l-s

xc

),

rh

5_

1r_

Ler

e

.46

ia*

I
I

)
ia-

os0

err_

ex

46).46)

ia*-

I
I

)
ia--

os0
o

wherenow T>-a inbo

5.(s) = 5 (o) +
++

i.$, (o) = r$, (rr)
-r -r

where in this case the as

regularÍn r>-krcosOo

Adding and subËracting (2

ufi*(cl)Ki(cr) #

-íkq c
Are

dE

dE

ia*-
I

I
ia--

os0

1r-' 2ri,

and

BoÈh (2.49)

Jones ISS].

ín the forrn

(zn)"(cr - k cosO )o

-ikq c
Are

"iE 
(q-p)r* (E)K, (E),+

q*"
(o)Kl (o)

t,fi*

(2. s0)

approxímate r¡ethod due to

these equations are rewrítten

o rl (k cos0 )fo_

(2n)''(s - k cosOo)

and (2.50) can be solved by an

In order to apply this rneËhod,
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-D+ dE

ia*æ.r
(o)K;(o¿) - th I

J

Ía-*

-ikq cos0
Ate o

F* (6 ) "i6 
(q-p) 

K' (g ),+
,-"

Kl (k cos0 )+o (2.s1)
(2174 ço - k cosOo)

Here tfi*{o) = Efi*(o,) or Lfi*{o) as }. = -1 or *1, respectively,

and usíng (2.43) and (2.48), iË has the form

-ikq cosO -ikp cosO^

F*(o)=F^(a)+o'tr-' 
o 

-ÀA'e- 
' o

-D+'- o*'-' (zr)1(a-kcoson) Qr)4(o+kcosOo)
(2.s2)

where fo (cl) is regular in the upper half plane (r t - kZ) and has
+

algebraic behaviour as lol * * ín the upper half plane (since the

terms constítuting Fn*(cr) are oClo|-%) as lo| * - in the upper

half plane). Using (2.52) Ln (2.5f), we obtain

-ikq cos0
Ate ' o rl (cx) ÀA'e

i-

-iko cosO' o rl(o)+F* (cr)rl (cr) +
t). -|-
+ 1(o - k cosoo) (zn)"(u + k cosoo)

d6

(ztr)

ía*-

I
J

ia--

-À' ztrí

dq

'l-.o

-æ

E+cl

ÀA'

'u Øl'

ia
(

I

)
ia

-ikq cosOo iE (q-p)
e - e K'(E)
(q - k cos0o)çg + cr)
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d6

ia*-
I

I

)
ia-æ

os0
o

9.-P=z

The first integral

ia*-
I

r_ 1 |

'-21tíl
)
ia--

where - (Irn o) < a

integral come from

-iko cos0'o iE (q-p)
e K'(E)

AI

-----r-2ri(2r)a

-ikq c
Ate Kl(k cosO )-l-o

({ + k cos0 )(E + s)
o

(2.53)
(ztr)%(u - k cosOo)

in (2.53) may

ro*(E).iEg

be rewritten as

K'(6)

E+a dE, Q=

t k2 When 0 is 7arge,

the singulariËies of the

K_ (E')

E -,¡Ft¡
K(E)

K+(E)G-k)\"in/4

e-Yb cosh yb

K+(E)G-k)4"in/4

t - ya + y2a2 ...
K+(g)G-k)'4"i'/4

Thís ís a pol,rer series expansion and valid
)

[(kb)'/kt" < I] as r^rill be shorvn by (2.65).

we obtaín

(2.54)

the eoatributions to this

integrand. Norr¡

(2 . ss)

only under the condítion

Using (2.55) in (2 .54),

Kl (E) =
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(2.s6)

Now the quantity (6 + cl)-1[**(g)]-lFn (g) is regular in Ëhe upper
u+

ha1-f plane ruhen -ct lies belor t 

"l Thus the only contributing

singularity ín (2.56) is the branch point g = k. Furthermore, it is

evident that only the alternate terms of the series in (2.56) contríbute.

Nov¡ the functions Fo (E) ênd K+(g) are expanded about the branch
+

point in terms of a Taylor series-both series are convergent since

the functions are regular and bounded in the upper half plane. Thís

will reduce the integral equation (2.53) to an algebraic one relating

F^ (cr) to F^ (k) anq ð*un (o)/ðon (m = 0 ,I,2...*o) evaluaEed atD+' D+' D+'

the branch point g = k. These constants can be evaluated by solving

a seË of m + I línear equatíons. In our case this vrill be a
o

complicated task for m > 0, because of the presence of another Taylor
,,seríes for K+(E) and the seríes I - yb + y"b"

Moreover, since k.q, has been assumed to be large, signif icant

contribution to the value of the integral comes from the zero order

term (m = 0) t53] since the hígher order terms are smaller by

0(Uk.q,). Therefore, only the first term in the Taylor series is

retained. (Such an assumptÍon has yielded good results in a number of

símilar problerns [:S], p. 206, [SZ] ). It is important here that

F^ (g) be slowly varying near E = k. This may be established
D+

remembering that FD (6) ís a function of Õi(b t 0) and Õi(-b t 0),
+

and thaË ó is a solution of the r,/ave equation and may be considered

d6

ia*-
I_lt¡--t'-2rtl

J

ia-æ

F^ (6).tã[(1 - yu + \2a2 ...)
'r
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as a sum of r¡/aves emanating from four edges of the half planes (see

Appendix B for details). It can also be shown that, to a firsL

approximation 11(g) is a slorsly varying function near. E = k, except

when k = nr/2b, rvhere n = Ir2r3 This vras established numerícally

although the details are omitted. These values of k are associated

wíth the modal cutoffs of the parallel plate waveguides.

Since -(Im ct) < a, the pole at E = -o lies belorv the conEour.

0n Ëhe other hand o' can lie close to E = -k and this is the reason

why the factor (6 + cl)-l is kept separate from Fo_(ã) /R+(E); otherwise

it would be suificient to expand (E + cr)-t r., (g)lK+(E)l-1 as a Taylorrs
u+

series. Since .Q, is assumed to be large and 6 = k is the only

contributing singularity, the contour can be deformêd into the upper

f-p1ane. Thus we cut the {-plane from k = kt + ik2 to kl + i* by

a sËraight line para11el to Ëhe irnaginary axis and deform the contour

on to Ëhe trvo sides of the cut. 0n the right hand sides of the cut,
7s^ 7s^ iT /4(E - k)'' = u'2 "t"t- vrhere u goes from 0 to 6. On the left hand

side of the cut, (g - u)% = u% 
"-iztt/4 "r,d u goes from 6 to 0 (Fig. 2.3).

Thus we have

FD, (k)

r = nþ r{ol (2.s7)

(2 .5Ba)

where

r(o). = #
ia-æ
I

l
ia*-

T, (cr

dg
(1 -yb + \2a2 ...).iE[
(E + s) (6 - k)% 

"tn/4

)+Tz(cr)+Tr(o)+. (2. sBb)
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and r-, (o) , t, (ct) , . . . correspond to the

in (2.58a). After deforming the contour

described, we obtain

and

where

íkø
rr(a) = - ï-- n% *-r[-i(o + k)r,]

Tr+2 (0) =

alternate terms oi the series

onto the upper half plane as

(2. se)

r,I_[-í(o + k)1,] ,

(2.60)
= 0rLr2

r

r

-l -uu"e

"+z
trtI . , (z) =

7-'4
du=fçj+t7""/2

t, (cr) =

aker

sed

I
I

J

0

t

S

the Whit

is expre

zJ

W. is
kril

rf w_-t

function [SS] and f(cl) is the Gamma

in terms of a Fresnel integral, fr(cl)

t
F(h)e-ih- eik¿

(2.6L)

function.

reduces to

(2.62)- içu)'

where

F (v) =f
J

v

t
l-ue-* du (2.63)

and
t-

(2.64)h= [(o+k)t]-,
It is interestíng to note thaL (2k)'" 'ir/4 rr(ct) is the same as one

obtains for the interaction between the edges of a slít in a thin screen

using the method of Yu and Rudduck t¿]. Using the asynptotic form of



'1,)

the Ifhíttalcer functions in (2.59), (2.60) for large values of k[,

we obtain

- ' eíkø r- i (kb) z qru) 4 I
T (cr,) = ---=- il + .'-

(tr!.)'' (cr + k) L oo (kl,)' I

where the firsË term is the same as that given by Keller l2l for the

E-polarízatíon solutj-on of a slit in a thin screen. The higher order

terms, on the other hand, provide Lhe correction due to presence of the

second "fit.
Now consider the second íntegral in (2.53)

dg
I

2Trí

ia**
I
I

)

.iE (q-p) 
K: (6)

(t - k cos0o)(6 + o)

ia--
ikÎ, cos0

oe K'(k co s0o )

(cl + k cos0o)

ía*oo

1

@
ik.Q, cosO o t<'(k cos0 )-o
(o + k cos0o)

T(-k cosOo) - T(cr)

K+(k)(cr + k cosOo)

noted that (2.66> is not

in that case ís near the

+-) K' (E ) .iE (q-P )¿g

Ía--
i(- - k cosO

+ n, (o)

where

n, (ct)

It shoul-d be

ã = lc cos0o

(2.66)

(2.67 )

since the pole

k, For the case

valíd

branch

for 0

po int

o= 0.o'



JJ

0 =C"
o

where

dE

,for large

T (cx) is

Similarly

ia*-
il

-t

2tri I

)
ia--

L, the val-ue of the

given by (2.65) .

the Lhird integral

.i6 (q-p) K'(6)
(ã + k cos0o)(E + cx)

integral símplifies to 2i9"T(a)

in (2.53) can be written as

I
,rí(0 - k õæ-T' o'

= q(cx)

where

n, (cr) =

T(*k cosOo) - r(o)

ÇGIco -t"'"ãJ
Substituting for the values of the integrals

(2.57), (2.66) and (2.68), r.'e obtain

where

It
\nræo; - "iE 

(q-p)*,(g)dE
ia**
I

I
ia--

1\

-t

l+a)

(2 .68)

(2.6e)

in (2.53) from

tr,, {o)

The value of

O,KT

Ft (k) can
+

co s0
o

be found by

(2.70)

(2.7L)

in (2.7 0). When

. =ikc cosO f I
ro(o)Ç(cr)=- (2r)-'1 ¡'¿ ' olrrt"l+ÀR2(d)J

r- -ikp cos0
(2tr)-'2 XÃ'e

Àr (0)FD (k)
+

- K+@-

Kl (cr) -t Kl (k cosO )ïo

" {rr(*) 
+ ÀRl(*)}

setting 0=k



J+

this value

D+
,]F

ís substituted back into

(a)rl (o) = - -é:r [.,,o,-r- (2tr)-' L r-

(2.70),

- Àc2 (0

obtain

[c, cr.l - ),c2 (k)], Àt'r (cr)' (r'F *JÐ , ).r (k)r* KlÐ I

f

-iko cos0'o-,e - n, (o,)

t"*.*b"iing that

*1, respectively,

for l. = -1

(2.7 2)

(2.7 3)

(2.7 4)

F- (cl) represents
D,

t
r,re have

(2.7 s)

[rl (k)
Li-

where

Gz(*) = .-ilcP 
coso

Using (2.43), (2.48) and

ufi*{o) or S*{"1 as À

ro, (cr) =
'r

The expressions f

úo (ct) =
+

-ikq cosO ikp cos0
Gr(u)=e ' oPr(o)-e ' onr(cr)

fo*r"'

þo*t.'
or *o*

o e, (cr) -

(2.52) and

--l or

üo_ (-ct)

úo (-cr) for À=*1

+

(e) and tÞr_(cl) are thus given by

ArcI(e) -
A'r(q) [cr{r.)r(k) +

\
/

c^ (k)rl (k)K, (k)l
¿'fT

(

)l\
-t

K. (k
-l-

(2.7 6)

A'r (-o) [c, {r)r (k) + c1 (k)Ki(k)
riD (o) --

(zt )4 r' (cr)
I'e, (-o) -( - -.)

lK: (k)K, (k) l" --l-
12 (r)

(2.77>

Substituting (2.76) and (2.77) into (2.37), we obtain
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^ K'(cr) ["too
"1 =- 

Ø7, LqGt
(- ^,e, 

(o)

¿,'r (cx)

[c, {r)r (k) +

+
iope'

Kr(clt '

( L'c, (-o). -
er r (-o) c. (k)K: (k)K, (k)l

Ift

- ^')lxi (tc)r, (k) l-.r - 12 (r)

icro
c

L-Gt

(2 .7 B)

(2.7 e)

(2. Bo)

(2.81)

(2.82)

)-(k)L: (k) 
I-t-

I
+ a'cco>J

Simílar manipulation o

Dl =-#t*î(
A'U (o¿) Er, {t )u {i.)

f (2.26) yields

A'Ht (0)

-n2
J

\

)

(

r1cr.l - u2 (t)
1-

A'u (-s) [H, {r.)u (k) + H1

a'n, (-o) -
tf tLl - uz(t )

t-
(k) L: (k) 

I'l-

+ AtG (")]

where

-ikq cosO -ikp cosO^
tlr(cr)=e ' oQr(cr)-e - ovr(cr)

-Íkp cos0 -ihq cosO^
Hr(a)=e ' oQr(a)-e vr(cr)

t*(a) - L*(k cosOo)

C[ -' K 
"OSUTO

Q1,, (ct) =



JO

and

*"*
u(o) = ---+- | u-Yb"i''t'--v¡ ui6ø u, (2.84)

(2k)'' zrí ) ¡(6 - r<)-'?(g + c¿)

Ía--

whích may be evaluated in a way símí1ar to that for T(cr) as shown in

Appendix C.

2.3 Far Field of the Tandem Slit

Since St and Dt have been evaluated, it is norv possible to

determine the field ó ín every region. Thus remembering that

tÍo' = tÍt) = s, etc. ' r're have from (2.18)

S1 =01(b)+Õ1(-b)

Dl =Õ1(b)-01(-b)

or ot(-b) = å,r, - or) (2 .8s )

Now

01(-b) = o (-b) (2.86)

sínce the fíeld vanishes on the plates. Using (2..9b) , (2.85) and (2.86>,

we obtain

U(1k cos0o) - u(o)ur,rio)=i@ c2.83)

(2.87 )

and

(2.88)
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Thus defining regions 1, 2 and 3 to be the illumination, parallel plate

and the diffraction regions, respectively, the fiel-d in region 3 is

given by

ælia
I

þ = _= I .to(sr lr)eYv "-ictx dcr ; -krcosoo < a < krcosOo
2(2r)''z I 

J- r-

-*l-i_a
(2.8e)

(2.90)

racted $/aves produced by each para'l lel

. acting as though the other parallel

is the field due to interactíonant

waveguides. Evaluating the integral in

t descent [59], rnre recognize 0".n to be

co s0*co s0o )

2 (cos(kb sinO )cos(kb sinO)

+ ó.sep a

is the

ide sepa

ide vrere

tr.ro para

e method

Í (kr-
e=-
(2¡kr)

I ZtCôt__
lco
L

I-' L, (kÌ

-ikd
+e

lcos(
" t_

\K-(k

_Å-v

ô'sep

\.^Iave8u

T,ìTaVegu

n the

by th

ó'sep

where

plate

plate

betrvee

(2.8e)

if.f.

i. e

ó

te

pes

kd(

s0/

s0

S1

d

,

la

ee

1

e

pra

tee
I
tl_
J^

L_

co

co

kb

of

ely

sen

lp

st

)[
-j

t

/z
+

ín(

nt

sum

rate

abs

11el

of

rr /4)
L.

s0/o'
s0

o

ast
c2

n0

s0

)

T

s0/
o

zsL
+"t

sinO

Ã-/

o

;
l_

0)

lcb
-:

5

) 2kb

sin
cos

sín
dt-

sin (

t2kb

k cosO

se > [zi
L-

co s (kb

(k 
"""

sinOo )

k ..r0

t*(

*co

In(

Ð

s0
o

sín

"0 o

in(
0-fo'

S

o

o

S

S

kco

kd (c

s (kb

G-
l_

kctL(+

/cos(kb sinOo)cos(kb sinO)

i
nOo)sin(kb sínO)

(2.9La)

s0)

)l

'I

s0o

?

-1

bc

n0
o

s0
o

n0 )co'-)Kf
o-

(kb s

tL-G s n0
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"i(k;r-r 
/4)

-er*F-
ikd (cos0 

r*cos0)fe .-0)e (

oI

As

-íkd (cos0 +cos0)l
*a(r-0,0-r)" o I Cz.grb)o' I

)
o

v¡here d =; and a(0or0) represents Èhe diffraction coefficient of a

parallel plate ruaveguide for an E-polarized íncident plane rvave (Fig. 2.

expected, the above equatíon is symmetrical in 0o and 0. It resemble

the trvo singly diffracted rays of Keller l2l for a thin slit provided

that each term in (2.9L) is recognized as the diffractíon by an

equivalent edge or source located in the mídd1e of each parallel p1-ate

rnaveguicle. This concept of an equívalent edge is superior to the

simple ray method of consídering two edges since for small separatlons

between the trvo platesrone rather tl-ran Ëwo diffracËion centres needs

to be considered. Furthermore, the ray method has been shorvn to yield

results for this problem which are not ín complete agreement with the

asymptoËic form of the exact solut j-on 1521.

The interaction fíeld Qir,a may be recognized and arranged as

terms involving functÍons Kf (k cosOo), *l(k cosOo), L+(k cosOo) and

L (k cos0^j. After consíderable algebraic manipulation, Ëhe result-o
for large k9" símplifies Ëo

Å - ,l.tvinr - *i't + öi't Q.92)

4).

S

where

þr",

F, (¿) [r + rr(b,r,)]
fLAI

\¡J .'r-nt "i 
(kr-r/4 )

ã,*T- I + FÎ(!.)
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ObservaËion
Poínt

ô= "i(kr-r 
/4)

(nrkr)u
a(0o,0) kr>>1

Fig. 2.4 Parallel plate waveguide geometry
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+ól +F.(L)'ANE I
rr(b'

ui-(kr-tr /4)

Ø;F-
tr,(b,!,)F3(b't)

ôi,,, t - ,icu, øir! (b, Í.)

+ F2 (b 
' 
ø)r'3

u,] (*ï". . *i"J]['.

{*'"' 
. ,f.Qi.t

(2.e3)

(2.e4)

(2.95a)

(2.esb)

(2.95c)

(2.96a)

(2.e6b)

(2.96c)

(2.96d)

(b,ø)þT". . *l"Jl

and

F1(!,)

rr(b,r)=f #Å¿

r"
= 1-

L

(k) (2kb )

,a
Qí.,,

,bQi't =

,c
Qíoa

,dô=tint

K (k cosO
-o

ikd (cos0
ie

íkd (cos0o-cos0)
e - cos(kb sin0o)cos(kb sinO)

-ikd (cos0o-cos0 )
e " cos(kb sinOo)cos(kb sinO)

+

)K+(k cos0) sin (0o/2) co s (0 I 2)

*cos0 )o ,..cos(kb sinOu)cos(kb sinO)

\(k cosOo)K+(k cos0)cos (0o/2)cos (0/2)

. -íkd (cosOo+cos0)
i e cos(kb sin0o)cos(kb sin0)



4L

,e
Q irrt

.f
Q i.,a

oT'.

,h
Q ir,,

ikd (cos0o-cos0)
e sin(kb sinOo)sin(kb sinO)

(2kb)L+(k cosoo)L-(k cos0) 
"o"2 {e o/2) sin2 @ /2)

-ikd (cos0o-cos0 )
e - sin(kb sinOo)sin(kb sinO)

(2kb)L-(k cosO^)L*(k cos0) =inz (o^/2)cos2 (o/2)o-ro

ikd (cos0o*cos0)
e sin(kb sínOo)sin(icb sinO)

))(2kb)L+(k cos0o)L*(k cos0)cos'(0o/2)cos' (0 / 2)

-ikd (cos0o*cos0)
e sin(kb sinO )sin(kb sinO)

(2 .97 a)

(2.97b)

(2.97 c)

(2kb)L- (k cos0o)L_ (k cos0) =inz {o o/ 
z) sin2 (o / 2)

(2.e7 d)

The above expressions are valid for 0o, 0 I 0 or T.

It may be shorvn that Óir,a corresponds to the soft díffraction

case due to an equivalent. line source (inhomogeneous) representatíon aË

the equivalent edge. Thís ínteraction field represents the field of

four Ëypes of higher order rays employed by Keller l2l in the thin slit

solution, except for tv¡o modifications. The first relates to the factor

cos(0o/2)cos (A/2)

cosO * cos0

which appears in the ray diffraction coefficient f'or an E-polarízed

plane wave incident on a thin half plane. For a parallel plate waveguide

with the same type of incident \.rave, this factor is multiplied by

cos(kb sin0o)cos(kb sinO) i sin(kb sinOo)sin(kb sinO)

f,ft cos0JxJt cos0)
l-(J-r

which ís identically unity rvhen

2kb cos (0o/2)cos(0/2)L+(k cos0o)L*(k cos0)

b = 0, Í.e. when each parallel plate
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alf plane.

ificatíon is that th

ude of the edge-edge

present case by

waveguide becomes a h

The second mod

related to the amplít

is multíplied in the

[,, * rrcu,ø>]
TJ

i(k9"-3¡r /4)
-ee .iactor -----T)- t

(Zttk9")'2
ray field for a thin s1it,

I
.,

K: (k)
+

which again reduces to unity for b = 0.

The second interaction term Öir,a is a correction to Oj.rra but

of lower magnitude by O(Uk¿), where k.R is assumed to be larger than

uníty. Its contribution emerges from the mathematical derivation as

proportional to the angular derivative of the Öirra field (prior to

settíng 0 equal to 0 or TI) as discussed by }{orse [60]. This

field may be xecognized as due to trro hypothetícal 1íne dipoles located

aË the two equívalent edges and represents the fields of four types of

higher order rays discussed by Karp and Keller [61]. It should be noted

that 0l_- is numerícally negligíble when compared to 0j-- for the'r-nt 'rnt
case 2b/9" S 0.5. For larger values of this ratio, hor.rever, its

inclusion may result in a better agreement wíth available results 1461.

Also, it is consistent to keep 0irrr. even when the higher terms in the

Taylor series expansion of Fn (E) have been neglected. This is
rt+
because the higher terms ín Taylor seríes for FD, (g) can be neglected

T
if k.q, >> 1. However, 0irr, cannot be neglected if

Ëo be large al-ong rvith k9".

For the special case of b = 0, the öirrt term

interacËion field reduces to

kb also happens

vanishes and the
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ótr,.

(2.e8)

whích is identical r./ith the result f ound by Karp and Russek [3 ] .

Furthermore, íf the Whittaker functíon in (2.59) is expressed in terms

of a Fresnel integral [Sg] and the higher order terms of the seríes in

(2.56) neglected, the expression for the interactíon field simplifies to
[ il.¿(cos0 -coso\

Öirr, = 
",1t'^ 

\LvÞvo-çv""' 
a(oo'o)

LÌ

ikd (cosOo*cos0 ) t-'l.ffif 'oo'elo or'Í't

-ikd (cos0o
+e

sin(0o/2) sín(0/2)

a (T - eo,O)

(2 .99 a)

(2.eeb)

-cos0 ) 
-F(.0,0,-0)cos 

(kb sinO) ^,r.cr.ffia(r - oo'o)
1-T

F(.q,,0,0)

r? cr.l
f

[ -iru(cosOo*cosO)
le
L

+e
ikd (co s0 J-co s0 )' - o F (.Q,,0 , -0 ) cos (kb sinO )

K, (k)K, (k cos0)'1- -l.

,
F" (.q,,0,0)

L
K, (k)
t

.i (kr-n/4 )
- a'.'){-

F(.[,0,0 - n)cos(kb sinO)
K, (k)K (k cosO)

'1-

"(0 "'o'l
where

wt

1-



z (u.e./r)4

i
I

)
0

r

l-'
e1ficient for a para11

plane wave (2.9f).

kb -+ 0) , (2.99a) red

ís the diffraction coef

an E-polarized incident

case of a thin slit (

[ il.a (cosOo-coso )

" {- i e

t

cos? / 2
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I
¿., Þ

J

(2.99c)

F (.q,,0,o) = 
"-ik'Q'coso

+ Q/i)4
"itruz 

/2

plateand a (0o,0)

waveguide for

For the uces to

Yint
F (.8, ,0 JQ - r)

cos0o/2

_,_ e 
"tuGJT

[- -:.t¿(cos0 *cos0) -.^l^ - o ¡'(j{,,U,U - T)_ ,

r --ffiG7fl--
rl

F(r,.0.-0) | [
cos(0o/2f 

J

i F (L,0,0)

ikd(cos0o*cosO)
e

v¡her e

.i (kr-nl4)
'-Qr*F

(2.100)

(2.101)

shorvn, by Babinet I s

and Ruddu"k [4] for

the detaíls are

I\rf =
t - t2 (g,,o,o)

This expressíon for the interaction field may be

principle,. Ëo be identícal to that obtained by Yu

the complementary narrow stríp problem, although

onitted here.

The field may be expressed in Ëhe form

nt(v - b)\ ^tr*2b/I
n=1

1nLs"P\n

in region

- ^ 
int\ /^''n /t (2.L02)
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where

,n or (2 .103)

. SEDand c"-t' represenls the mode coeffícients scattered in the paral-lel
n

plate waveguide regions, due to the incídent plane rüave, r¿ithouË

considering any inLeraction effects. "1"t denotes the scattered. mode
n

coefficients due to ínteractíon between the waveguícles. For the

waveguide dírectly illuminated by the incídent r,rave, they are gíven by

seDe'=
n

intcE
n

int
O=on

I
I

(i

I
t

N,IT

intoÞn

2b cos(kb sínOo) (t< + k cosOo)%(iyr, - k)%

nn K*(k cosOo) (iyn - k cos0.o)K(l) (iyrr)

2i sin(kb sínOo)

yr, - k cosoo)L*(k cosooltjt) (íyr,)

í cos(kb sinoo¡"i(kl-n/4¡-i2kd 
cos0

sin (0o/2)K- (k cosOo) K+(k) (2tk9.)%

; rr = lr3r5.

(2.r04)

; n = 2r416..,

(r + F2(b,[));

n = 1r3r5...

(kb)sin(kb sinoo ¡.1(k9--r/4) e-i2kd 
cos0o 

(r + F2(b,r.))

(kr,)L(r) (iy.r) (k - iyn)ln r.fCr.lL-(k cos0o)sir,?oo/ 2)(2r:k9.)'2

where

n = 2r416...

(2.1-os)

t- t-
2b(2k)'2!yr, - k)-'

nn(k - iv )r<(1) (iv )K. (k)'n - 'n -r

lnn\z
Izol

(2.106)
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*(r) (tyrr) = *L * (s) 
I

lc¿=iv'l 'n
, L(r) (iv ) =-n L_(cl)

intc1sn
t2

(2trk9")''

I

lo=ttrt

c2.L07>

smaller than

>> l.

d

ð"

as shor,¡n ín Appendix D. It should be noted that

":"p by o(t/(zttt<9.)%) and can be neglecÈed for
n

2.4 Numerical Results and Discussion

In order to checlc the accuracy of our approximate solution,

computations of the transmissíon cross-sectíon are performed for various

values of plate separatíon (2b) ancl slit width (2d). The Ëransmission

cross-section is obtained from the Ímaginary part of F where the far
_lz

fíeld scattered by the tandem slít is given by F.(2rkr)--'exp{i(kr + r/Ð}

[øZ]. Alldredge [46] uses the same definiËion and proves it to be valid

as long as one remembers thaË it only includes the energy scattered by

the slit structure outside the region between the tr,¡o conducting plates.

The computations are based upon (2.91) to (2.101), except that the

Fresnel íntegral approxÍmation, instead of the asynptotic approximation,

for the integral I ín (2.54) ís used for the case of small slit viidths.

The formulae used for the computaEion of Ka and L* are gíven in

AppendÍx A. Figures 2.5 to 2.8 shor,r (f or Ao = r/2) the results of

these computations and comparíson r,¡ith the varíational and experimental

results of Alldredge 1461. The agreement ruith available data is

satisfactory except for very small slit l.ridËhs.

Examination of our results shows that, as the tandem slit

separation increases, the prímary pealc in the transmissíon cross-section

decreases and moves torvards values corresponding to larger slit widths.
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For exarnple, as the stít separatíon (2kb) increases from 0 to 4.92,

the. transmission cross-section peak reduces from I.26 to 0.88" For

the same varíation, the location of the primary peak moves from

lfl/\ = 0.55 to 2d/X = L.2, FurLhermore, Lhe curve changes quíte

significantly when the tandem slit separation changes from 2.gB to

3.93 radians. This may be due to the fact that when 2kb = 3.93, the

space between the plates formíng the slirs can no\r operate as a !/ave-

guide in the TE'O mode. Símílar changes will occur when the plate

separation is equaL Lo 2'n, 3T, etc. Thís change in behaviour, whích

seems to be associated rvith the modes that can be propagated v¡ithin the

plates, appears more significantly in the amplitude data. For example,

the maxímum normaiized amplitude for the case 2kb = 2,98 is 1.03.

This peak amplitude reduces to 0.9 as zkb is íncreased to 3.93.

Finally, Fig. 2.8' shorvs Ëhe variation of transmission cross-

sectíon with plate-plate separation for trvo partícular values of slit

width. For 2d/X = 1.0, the transmíssion cross-section shorvs an

oscillatory behaviour, whereas for 2d/X = 0.6 ít decreases almost

monotonicalty with increas.e of plate-plate separation. This effect

might be associated lvith constructíve or destructive interference of

the edges for particular values of s1ít width and plate-plate separation.

IÈ would be interestÍng to compare some of our results with those

of Jones and hrilliams for the complementary tandem stríp problem. In

Ëheir case the integral Ln (2.54) has K_(g) in the denominator

and is evaluated as a sum of contributions due to the zeros of K_(E),

i.e. iyrr, and the branch point 6 = k. This leads to an ínfinite
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number of linear equations involving F(íYn) and f(k). In our case,

K_(E) occurs in the numerator of the integrand and theref.ore Llne

contribution to the íntegral f. comes only from the branch point

E = k. Also, only the alternate terms of the series in (2.58a)

contribute to the .¡a]ue of the integral . The first term coïresponds

to the interactíon term which is obtained by. replacing the diffraction

coefficient for a thin half plane by that f.or a parallel plate waveguíde.

The higher order terms, which can be readily included ín our analysis,

provide the effect of the finite separation betr,,reen the plates. In

particular, for the case kd > 1 all higher order terms have the same

branch point aË 6 = k and are therefore summed as a simple geometric

series. The computational advantage of our method, for the practÍcal

case of a small separation compared to r¿avelength or the width (í.e.

kb < 1 or 2b/9" S 0.5), is that Ëhe solution reduces to the ray

opËica1 form except for the tvro modífications discussed previously.

Moreover, our solutíon ís not restricted to the case of sufficiently

large plate-plate separation which seems to be a limitatíon in the

soluËion of Jones and Wi-lliams. Thís ís because of the difference

between the tr,¡o problems and the interactíon mechanism involved. In

their case, waveguide modes províde added end-end interaction, whereas

i.n our case there ís only an open space coupling between the waveguides.

Although we have concerned ourselves mainly with the E-polariza-

tion, it may be shor,rn.that the H-polarization can be treated in a

símilar fashj-on. The technique may also be generaLízed to the case of

a períodic structure composed of infínite slits. This confíguratíon,
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often referred to as a collimator (see Fig . 2.g), r{as fírst investígated

by Goubau [0:] who considered the question of existence of rnodal

solutions in periodic structures of this type. The fíeld intensíty in

an irís of this configuration ís found to be insensitíve to the slít

spacíng but is very sensítive to the s1ít width [64]. Thís may lead

to a highly directive beam for particular values of slit width.
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CHAPTER III

EXTENSION TO THE SLIT IN A THICK. CONDUCTING SCREEN

SËudíes in aperture diffractíon theory have. almost entÍre1y been

confÍned to slits or slots in thin screens. A comprehensive review of

the literature on the subject shows that only a very few invesLigations

have been concerned with slíts or slots in Ëhick screens [30r3i,33].

Holever, finite screen thickness is found to have Large effects on

performance of numerous practical microwave structures [43r65] and. may

be used tb advantage as a design parameter. Thus a study of the effect

of thickness v¡ould be useful in spite of the diffj-culties involved ín

the mathematical analysis. These díffícu1tíes arise because conventional

meËhods of approach cannot be readily extend.ed. Thus, ihe geouretríca.l

theory of diffraction ís ínconvenient to apply because of the four

scattering centres and large number of edge-edge interactions ínvo1ved,

unless a reducti-on of the number of scaËËerÍ-ng centres is achieved.

Moreover, ra1y theory is restrícted to the case of large screen thíckness

because of the inherenË asymptotic approximations involved. These

diffícultíes may be largely overcome by using the equivalent edge

concept as discussed in ChapËer II, Ëhus leadíng to trvo rather than

four scattering centres.

Similar problerns have been attempted. in the past by a ntnnber of

invesligators in connectíon wíth waveguíde coupling structures containing

thÍck slits or s1ots. The analytÍ-cal approach has been maíniy based on

the variational method [42166167), the integral equation method [45] or
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exLensions of Bethers theory [40], and has been mainly confined to slit

or slot dimensions very smal-l compared to the wavelength. More

recently, Budach [32] presented an approximate solution'for an acoustic

plane r¿ave incident on a thick slit rvhích is also valid only for s1ít

dinensions very snrall compared to r¡avelength. Lehman [33] used the

analytic properties of finite Fourier transforms to shor,¡ that the

electromagnetic field distríbutions for a thick slit can be obtained

by solving a single variable Fredholm equation of the second kind.

His numerical approach, though restri.cted to the case of a symmetrical

excitation (i.e. two plane \,/aves'illuminating the s1ít s5rmmetrically

at angles 0 and -0), spans the Rayleigh to geometrical optics range.

However, since the approach is numerÍcal, there is a lack of physical

insíght ínto the mechanism of diffraction leading to a veïy limited

applicatíon of the results obtained.

The purpose of this chapter is to utilize the results of the

tandem slit configuration given in Chapter II to obtain a solution of

the thick slit problem in a ray åptícal form. The solution, whích

employs sirnple díffraction coeffícíents assigned to each thick half

plane, is shorun to be applicable to a large number of related problems.

Since it ís our aím to obtain Ëhe solution in a ray-optical form,

the results for the diffraction of an E-poLarized plane wave by a thick

half plane are obtained first.

3..1 Dif fraction by a Thick Half Plane (.E-Polar.ization)

The díffractíon cf a plane lrave by a half plane was fírst

investígated by Sonunerfeld [68] by a method r¿hich involved the use of
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Riemann surfaces, and was subsequently analysed by Copson [69] using

the trliener-Hopf technique. Sínce then, several modifications of the

origínal half plane problem have been investigated by the same technique

170-721. An assumptjon conmon to all these investigations is that the

half plane is infinitely thin. The difficulty in consider:ing the

fínite thickness arises from the fact that the conventional Wiener-

Iiopf technique cannot be direcÈ1y applied.

Hanson [34] apparently l{as the f irst to investígate the thick

half plane problem. Under the assumption that kb << l, where k Ís

the free space wave number and 2b is Ëhe thíckness of the half plane,

he was able to obtain a solution correct to the zeroth order ín kb.

Thís solution resembles that of a parallel plate ruaveguide which is

also solvable by the l^iíener-Hopf techníque. Harden in 1952 t36l gave

exËensive experimental data on the díffraction by a half plane of finite

thickness as well as finite conductÍvity. In 1953 Jones I35] formulated

the thick half plane problem ín Ëerms of two equations of Ëhe trIiener-Hopf

Ëype, which, however, could not be solved by standard Ëechniques. He

obtained an approximate soluËion by reducíng the equations to tr^/o sets

of infinite linear símultaneous equations. Under the assumption that

kb << 1, the two sets of equations could be truncated and an approximate

solution obtained. Jones has also shown that rvhen the thickness of a

half plane is less than a tenth of a wavelength (À) and when the

incidenË plane r¿ave is H-polarized, the half plane behaves as a

cornbínation of a semi-infinite waveguide rvith a magnetic line source

at the open end. Furthermorer.he shorved that for the E-polarizatíon
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case r-he thíck half plane behaves as a parallel plate vraveguide when

2b < 
^/LO

In 1968 Lee and Mittra 137] solved the problem of a thick half

plane for the H-polarization in terms of a híghly convergent Neumann

series usíng scattering matrices. The matrices were formulated on the

basis of the well-known I^Iiener-Hopf solution for the problem of

diffraction and radiation by a semi-infinite parallel plate waveguide.

To introduce their approach, consider a perfectly conductíng

para11e1-plate rvaveguíde placed at x < 0 lVl f b as shor,rn in Fíg. 3.1.

It is assumed that the medíum inside the waveguide ís filled with a

dielectríc which has a dielectric constant t, and is recessed from the

aperture by a distance 6. Let an E-poLaxized plane wave

-ikx cosOo-iky sínOo
(3.1)

s. The time dependence exl(-it¡t) has again
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(3.3)

he formally exact

1 nor¿ determine the

or the case of an

ng expressions for

ra.
AA

S:*' is related to
'L

E-po1-arized plane wave

1d has already been

blem in terms of

11e1 plate rvaveguídes

= {'f,. ,t' ,fu (, - ,îu ,;') ' ,ï1 n,
t.'

Upon letting ô + 0 and t, * -, (3.3) becom,es Ë

solution of the thick half plane problem. We wi1

explícit expressíons for each of these matrices f

E-polarized incídent plane \^rave. The correspondí

Èhe H-polarizat:;orr case are given by Lee and Mítt

. It is seen by reference to Fíg. 3.1 thaË

Ëhe scattered fíe1d ín the open region due Lo an

incident on a parallel plate ruaveguide. This fie

determined in connection wíth the tandem slit prg

0___ which represents the fíeld of Ëwo such para'sep

(p. 37). Thus we have

,f0,. -,(oo,r) ## o # r (n - oo) (3.4)

where

b sinO)s(kb sinOo)cos(k2í cos (0olz)cos(0/2) co

K.
-t-

n0)

I

t
si

(k cos0 )K, (k coïcos0 * cosO'o

i sin(kb sínOo)sin(kb

s0)
a(0o,0) =

:o

I

J
(:. s)L, (k cosO )L, (k cosO)2kb cos (0 /2)cos (0/2) [ '-'+' o'+

The elements of the scatterins matrix SIA are related to the
.L

scattered mode coefficients inside the parallel plate waveguíde due to

an E-polarízeð, incident. plane \^rave. These coef ficients have been

evaluated in connectíon with the tandem slit problem (see Appendix D).

Thus the expression for the field transmitted inside the waveguide ís
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(s.o)

: n = 1.3.5
- k cos0 )r(r) (iy ) 

.'-
nn K*(k cosOo) (iyn - k cosOo)K.*'(iyn)

2í sin(kb sínOo)
; n = 21416

nn(íyr, - k cosOo)L+(k 
"o"0o)l-(1) 

(iyrr)

(3.t)

=r*[H * - o,]"t"

fficients c are given by
n

2b cos(kb sinOo) (k + k 
"o"Oo)%(iyr, - k)%

n

e

æ

-I.þ=)c/,- n=I

where the mode co

c(0)=no

given by

and

(3. B)

(3.e)

bperator (3.10)

he infinÍte number

e consider junction 2

ssími1ar homogeneous,

. If the íncident

r(r) (iyrr)

r,(1) (iy )-n

=Lr (o)l
dLx-l

l 
o=tY"

â ..r=;- L (cL)l
dc[ -" 1lcL=av

I 'ri

Y,, = * [t#l 
t - o1' or - t[u' - (X)1'

It ís easy to recognize that

tToo, = L"", 
c1, .z . ]t, r = transpose

Thus ,îO is an (Nxl) matrix, where N denotes t

of modes insíde the waveguide.

To find the explicit expression for t;U T¡r

which simply corresponds to the junction of two di

dielectric medj-a inside a paralle1 plate rvaveguide
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field is

EA
¿

Ëhen the

Y)<tm
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(y-b

. [-orrl', ,.-l
"t"L2b rv - DrJ

lected field is

æf
ç, - lmi'
L - trr* "tt I zu

N=I L

, k2' - ¡''n\2 (3.r3)"ro - tz¡ /

one can identify t;u by

(3 ' 14)

NxN and ís therefore of

I
n,

der

f-l 2
*iê1\ -ck or
V \z¡ / "r"

scattering matrix notatio

LI
l'*"J lr"tl

s a diagonal matrix of or

^, 
I 

--In-

In terms of

^BBt2 =

Also f i

ref

íf m=n

ß. rra)

(3.l1b)

(z.tz¡

parallel plate

[:41, p. 108.

.BBI,=
z

by

,]
-Yx'n

where

Yr, - Yrl

Yr, * Yi

,l_t mfn

ínfinite order

^ABSi" is related to the Problem of

waveguide. The solution to Èhis problem

Thus for a TE'O mode

radiatíon fron a

ís given by Noble

Eí = sinl-lnf¿_l¡ "-Y** C3.1s)zL¿b)

íncídenù from the parallel plate region and of normalized anplitude'

the dif fracted field outsíde the r'raveguíde is found to be
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@liT

,mô = -::-'4b
x, (iy )+m

-æ+iT

Í(iym - k cos0)L+(k

cos(0/2)K, (iy )cos(kb sinO)k%+m

L, (iy )sín(kb sínO)tm

K, (a)
-1-

1

(cr + iy )(o, + t<)z'm

cos0 )

eY(b- ly | ) -iax uo ;

m = 1r3r5...

(3. 16)

m -- 2r4,6...

(3.17)

, lvl > b

Yf-br

of steepest

(3. 18a)

;m=1 ,3r5...

(3. 18b)

; m = 2,4,6.

(3. le)

n matríx.

field insíde

The problern

,m.ñ=+-v-'4L

-k2,..k2

where the upper and lower signs correspond to y ì b and

respectively. Evaluation of these integrals. by the method

descent yields

^i 
(kr-r/4 )

þ==::- Í- eo(o) r kr->'
(Zrkr) "

where

(o) =

Thus, \.ùe may

^AB
"1

identify

"i 
(kr-n/4)

(zrkr)r'

e
m

símílar to tÏo , ttu i
The matríx tÏu

Ëhe waveguide due to an

l' lr
fo' tl, "2 "'-'J

s also an ínfinÍteJ-y large colum

is assocÍatecl rvíth the ref lected

incident field given by (3.15).
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has been solved by Noble , p. 108 and rve have

K+(iym) r, (s)
T

8l

ir

i'r

[:
co-l-

I
I

I

)
-æ+

cosh yv ^-igx,m
Y-4b

(c* + iy*) (o + i<)% cosh Yb "

- b f y S b , m = 1,3,5...
(3. 20)

L, (0)sinh yy
-1- -íoxe d.crö = h l*(ivo') (a + íy*)sinh yb

(- b f y S b) : n = 2,4,6...
(3. 21)

In the region -b f y S b, x ( 0, we can close the contour in the

upper half p1ane. It is found that there are no branch points in this

region and an infinite number of poles aË the roots of L_(cf) - 0 or

K_(o) = g. Evaluating the integrals ir (:.20) and (3.2L), we have

for the reflected field

dc¿7,
(i< + :-yr)-'z

f,-= I ¿ =rr.l-"n(1;:--Þ)-luY'*z u- nm 'L 2b I'n=I

-irnnf.(iv)-tm

æ+iT
I

I

J

-æl-iT

where

(3.22à)

; n = 1r3r5...

dlt*lm 
oad

n = 2r416...
(3.22b)
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--1tctI - ItJrJ...

Thus one mey identífy

BBTls- = l¿ i'1 - ["n* In"ll

Before calculating the díffraction patterrr, it is

summarize and rearrange the results obtained. in (3.f) to

T¡re are interested in the far field Ô, we may write

í (kr-r/4)

dl
nml

lm even
- im L.(ív )fm

l(Y* * Yo)L(r) (íyrr)

þ = # P(oo,o) kr >>
(2nkr)-2

; n = 2r4)6.

(3.zzc¡

desírab1e to

(3.22). Since

where the far field díffraction pattern (or coefficient) ís gíven by

p(0o,0) = a(0o,0) + {.rr}TIfnm] (r - [dr,*] [fo*] )-1{"rr} G.24)

where { } signifies (Nxl) column vector, [ ] signifies (tJxN) square

matrix, and I is a¡r (NxlI) ídentiÈy matríx. To be exact one has Ëo

let N + æ and, consequently, (I - [dr,*] [fo*] ) is a matrix of inf ínite

order. As yet no method is available for inverting the matrix in a

closed form. Hor,rever, it has been demonstrated i-n a large number of

examples [37] that accurate computations of a form sÍmilar to (3.24) are

possible for a finite N. Even for N = 1 the results have been

found to be quite close to the límiting values 1371. Thus if v¡e retain

" (3.23)

* -, the E-polarizatíon díffraction pattern

plane is given by

only one Èerm and let

P(0o,0) for a thick

c

r
half
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e1(0)c1(0o)
ß.2s)P(0o,0) = a(eo,e) - I * dti-

Fíg. 3.2 shoivs the typical calculated diffraction patterns,

based on (3.25), of a thick half plane due to an E-polarized pl-ane

wave for varíous angles of incídence (0o) and screen thícicness (2kb).

rt r,¡as found that the difference betrveen P(0oro) and a(0o,0) Ì^/as

negligible for 2kb < I (which also corresponds ro 2b < x/L}) as

predicted by Jones [3S1. The results indicate that the pattern is

relativel-y insørsitíve to the eff ect of thickness in the neíghbourhood

of the geometrical shador¿ boundaries 0 = t(Oo 180"), as expected.

The ínsensitivíty is caused by the first term in (3.25) which gives the

dominant contrj-bution rvhereas the second term, representing the thickness

effect, becomes relatively smal1 in magnítude. Hov¡ever, the effect of

íncreasing the thíckness ís clearly seen along the directíon 0 = 0o.

The scattered field along this direction shorvs a dÍstinct increase

with increase of kb. 0f particular ínterest is the peak ín the

patterns which tends to coincide lvith 0 = -0o as the thickness

increases. For example, for a half plane of elecËrical thickness 2

radÍans, the peak occurs at A = -22o for 0o = 30o, rvhile the same

peak shifts to 0 = -42" when 0o = 50o. This is to be expected,

sínce for the limiting case of an infinitely Èhick half plane, the

reflected field by geometrical opti-cs shoul<l occur at 0 = -0o.

3.2 Diffractíon by a Thick Slit

The scattering matrix technique as

tandem slit gíven ín the previous chapter

well as the solution of the

are utilized to find the
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diffractíon by a slit ín a thick- conducting screen. The expressjon

for the total field can again be written as the strm of non-interaction

CO!"OI and inreracrion COl".l terms. öl.n ís obtainecl by adding

the contríbution from the Ërvo thick half plane edges r"hen assumed to

be ísolated from each other. The conputatíon of this term is carried

out í-n a ray-optical sense er,iploying the dif fraction coefficienL for

a thick half plane derived in the previous sêction.

For Ëhe derivation of 0l"a , the diffraction from. a tandem slit

is utilízed as the iírst term in the series solutíon (3.2) for the

diffraction by a dielectric-loaded tandem slit, r,rhere each parallel

plate waveguide is fi1led by a dielectric slab (of relative permittivity

e and recessed. from the aperture by a distance ô) as shorvn in Fí-g, 3.3.
-Ê

The second and higher orcler terms are due to reflections at the air

dielectric ínterfaces and are essentially similar Ëo the terms derived

in the last section except for one basic modification. The coefficients

of the modes excíted in either waveguide due to the incident plane \{ave,

which are related to the matrix element" tTO , are modified by the

addítion of the inËeraction mode coefficients (2.105) due to the

presence of the other waveguide. To obtain the so.lution for the

diffraction by a slit in a thick conducting screen, we 1et 6 -+ 0 and

t. * - This procedure leacls to the relation

ot=ol"p+01,,. ß.za)

* oi(kr-¡/4)
q/-r'seP (2rkr\a

ikd(cosO *cosO)o p (eo,-o )
i"

where
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-ikd (cos0o-l-cos0 )
* e P(t - 0o,0 - "rl (3.27)

(3. 2B)

(3.2e)

(3.30)

(3.31)

and p(0 ,0) is the diffractíon coefficient due to an E-polarízed
o

plane r.¡ave incident on the fhick half plane d.erived in the previous

section. The expression for Ól"a is sinilar to (2.g3) and for large

9" (or 2d) is given by

,)

"í(kr-n 
/4) K;(k) Fr ([)

(2ttkr)4

1 * Fz(b,[l,t
Qirrt =

.tS='a

r + iFl(f.) fr + rr(b,.¿)]
,)ì¿

l

' trlq¿/l

where , Lr, z

+ F2(b,ø)] (öt +

and

l-' þ; + oi * F1(r) [r

are given by (2.95)

ikd(cosO -cosO)
e

1

e, (0) cl (eo)

a(0o,0)a(0,0 - r)

0o,o)a (0,-0)

t'
I

,.]o
ot"t'

I
rt'

t't'

e,(o - nl"ltol
(1 + drr)a(0 (1 +d1r)a(0,0-r)

. r -ikd(cos0o-cos0) ,/h = ô a(1T -Yb

.tO=-l-e'c

ertolclCo") I@

e, (o).1{n - oo )

(1 +d11)a(rr -0o,0)

íkd (cos0o*cos0 )
a (0o,0) a (0, =0 )

., C-ei "i lol I,rTqÞre;æl

?er(-o)"ltol I@
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,tQd=- . -ikd(cosOo*cos0)
ie a(n - 0o,0)a(0,0 - r)

fi

t
I
1

1

T

1
ã

)0

+

(

a

e

(
t
L

1
I

I t" e, (o - ,r) 
"2' 
col -l

{itl f ,i.ÇËîoF;tl (3'32)-
I 1T

)0f
Here a(0o,0) is the paralle1 plate waveguide diffractíon coefficíent

due to an E-polarized plane rvave ancl is given by (3.5). err(O) and drr*

are given by (3.18) and (z.zz¡. ":,.1, "2 represenr the roral (non-n-n-n
interaction and interactíon) mode coefficients ins,icle the para1lel plate

waveguicle and are given by

"]to^)=";uo(oo)+"itt{oo) 
' ,

no
' 

"ficol = "i:P(o) + "int(n - oo)

":(o) = "iup(o) * "i".(oo)
, seD . int\.{nere c ' ancn I "rr--- are given by (2.l-04) and (2.

expressíons do not take öirra into account sj_nce it
2b/9" S 0.5 which is the practical case of interest.

'.:-
' (3' 33a)

(3.33b)

(3.33c)

105). The above

ís neglígible for

Exarnination of these results shorus tilat for b + 0 the asymptotíc

solution (3.26) reduces to that obÈaíned by Karp and Russek t3]

Kell.er L2l for the case of a wide slit in a thÍn conducting screen.

However, wíthout the asymptotic approximation, ou:: .solution may be

shown, v¡ith the aid of Babinetts principle, to lead..Ëo the same

expressíon as given by Yu and Rudduck [4] for the complementary strip

problem.

It may also be shot,¡n that íf the ínteractíon mode coefficients
ínt

"r, are negrected, the solution reduces to that of a Ëhj-n screen

except for two modificalions. The first is that the díffraction
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coefficient for a thin half plane is replaced by that of a thick half

plane. The second ís the same as the second modíficaLion mentioned

in the previous chapter ín connection with the tandern slit problem

(p. +z).

Finally, ít should be noted that vrhen kb << r/2, the solutíon

for the thíck slit reduces to that for the tandem slit, as expected,

sínce the para1le1. plate wavegtricles in the Ëandem slit configuratíon

rsould be operating belorv cutoff .

3.3 Exoerimental ancl NumerÍcal Results

Tn order to verify the validily of our approximate solution for

the slit in a thicl., conducting screen, an experiment was conducted

(for normal plane wave incidence) at 10 GHz fot slit wiciths of 2,4,6

and B cm and thicknesses of 0.125, 1, 2 and 4 cm. In each case' each

half of the slit vras constructed from alurninum plates gf dimensions

40À (length) x 30À (width) x 2b (thickness) . These Címensions \^/ere

díctated by the sj.ze of. the quiet zone of a Latge microrvave anechoic

chamber rvhere the experjment was conducted. Fíg. 3.4 shows part of

the experimental setrrp where the slít assembly along wíth the transmítter

r./as rotated around the vertical axis rvhíle the receiver was fixed at

appropriate far field dístance from the slít. Usíng an alÌtenna

positioner and a pattern recorder, ínitial measurements \¡lere talten at

2ð, = 0 to determine the error <lue to the outer edges of the plates

within the complete range of the polar angle 0 (Fig. 3.5). IË r¿as

found that the error vras negligible for -40" s 0 f + 40' since the

received signal ¡vas in the noise 1evel of the measuring equipment in
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Ëhis range. Outsíde this range, undesirable sígna1s were obtaíned

because the outer edges of the screens \,Jere too close to the receiver.

Fig. 3.5 shows typical patterns (for normal plane ruave íncíclence)

compared with theo::y whíle the essential experimental 
.clata 

from the

rest of the patterns are summarízed and compared witll theory in

Tables 3.1 and 3.2.

3.4 Discussion of the Results

rn this chapter we have investigated the diffraction of an

E-porarized plane rvave by a slit in a thich concluctíng screen. For

this, the trJiener-Hopf solutíon of the tanclem slit problem presented in

chapter rr is employed. This solution, rvhich is the first term of a

scatte::ing matríx se,ries and compares favourably with Alldredge's

variational and experímental results L46J, is usefl to solve the thick

slit problem, thus extending the rnethod of Lee and Mittra [37]. using

the equivalent edge concept, the analytical results for large slit

widths reduce to a sirnple ray-optical forrn similar to that of Keller

for the thin slit 1,21. For smaller values of slit width, the forrnulation

leads to results ivhich are identícal to those of Yu'and Rudduck [4] for

t.he complementary thin strip problem. Furthermore, our appro:<imate

solutions agree favourably rvíth experiment for 2b/g. S 0.5 and. reduce

asymptoLically to Kellerfs solution for b -+ 0.

Examination of Fig. 3.5 and rables 3.1 and 3.2 indicates thar

Ëhe 6 dB beam wiclth increases as the screen thíc1..ness is increased

to 2b/9. s 0.5 and then decreases for larger values of this ratio.

A1so, the first minima shift away from Ehe main beam with increasirLg
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Table 3.1 6dB Bearnwidth vs slit width and thickness

\ slir
\ r¿idth
\ tr.øl

slit \
thickness\

(2kb) \

4.18
Experiment

B. 36
Theory ¡ ExpË

72.56
Theoryl Expt.

16.75
Theory ¡ Expt.

0.r25
2.090

4.180

8.360

100 0

1010

97"

96"

58o

62"

68o

5Bo

570

/ /ooo

a -oo)

4/o
JO

40"

45"

^.oJO

38'

39o

40

27"

300

JO

26"

28"

330

Table 3.2 Main to side lobe ratio and locations of first
null and first side lobe for kg, = L6.75

S lir
thÍckness

(2kb )

l4aín Ëo side
lobe ratio in

dB

Theorv i Exot.'l

Location of
first nu11

Theory ¡ Exet.

Location of
first

side lobe
Theory ¡ Exlt.

4.L25

2.090

4.180

LL.7

11.06

10. 30

LL.7

L2.0

10 .0

220

230

27"

2L"

24"

27"

320 i 31"

33o L,'
4oo I oo'
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Table 3.3 3dB Beamrqidth vs slít widrh and Ëhickness (e, = 1.0)

Table 3.4 lfain t,o síde lobe ratio and locations of first null

and fi-rsr side lobe for k.q, = 16.75 (e, = 1.0)

\ slir
\ width

\ (kø1
Sl-ÍË \
thíckness\
(kb) \

4.18 B. 36 12.s6 L6.7 5

0.262

2.090

B. 360

76"

800

76"

40'

^rOJI

37"

27 .5"

27 .0"

2L.5'

22.5"

2L.5"

S1iË
Thickness
(kb )

Main to
síde lobe
ratio in dB

LocaËíon
of.

firsr nul1

Location
of

first side
'lobe

0

2

B

262

090

360

10.0

L0.2

8.0

250

240

23"

29o

300

3Bo
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thickness (e.g. for a slit of 6 crn vriclth, the first minimum shifts from

31o to 34o as the thickness varies from 0.L25 to 2 cm and from 20o to

27" for a widLh of B cm). On the other hanC, the first side lobe l-evel

increases lvíth thickness and shif ts ar{ay frorn the main beam (e.g. from

IL.7 to 10 dB belor¿ the main beam for a slit width of B cm as the

thickness varies from 0.L25 to 2 cm, For the same variation, the fírst

side lobe location shífts from 31o to 34').

One may conclrrde from these results that in general the effecËive

v¡idth of a slit in a thick conducting screen reduces as the screen

thickness increases. This fact has been observed by some aut.hors ín

the past t45] and may be effectively used in the design of rvaveguide

díscontinuities and filters Iil.

Although rve have concernerl ourselves mainly with the E-polarizatíon,

it may be shorvn that the H-polarization can be treated ín a símilar

fashion. Some ínterestíng experimental results obtained for the latter

case are sunrnarized in Tables 3.3 and 3.4. Fíg. 3.6 also shows the

effect of loadíng the aperËure by a dielectric slab.
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CHAPTER IV

APPLICAT]ON TO TT{]CK WAVEGUIDE DIAPHRAG}4S

In this chapter the solution for the far fíeld diffracted by a

thíck slÍt is utilized to investigate the scattering propertÍes of

varíous thiclc rvaveguícle discontinuitíes. Fig. 4.L shor,¡s a typícal

transverse thick strip discontinuity located in a parallel plate

waveguíde of rvidth a. rmaged ruith respect to the rvaveguide wal1s,

it leads to an infinite array of strips or slits. The ir,.raged configura-

tion has been solved using the general-ized tr{iener-I-iopf technique t73].

It has also been solved by a ray-optical approach employÍ.ng the far

fíeld scattering properties of a thin strip and a thin slit which

are elements of the ínfin.ite set. 1251. The finite screen thickness of

such rvaveguide discontinuities (e.g. as5rmmetric and symmetric diaphragnis)

has a large effect on the perforrnance of various mícrorvave structures

and is the main concern of this chapter.

The problem of finite screen thickness of various vraveguide

coupling structures has been the subject of a number of investigations

in the past and has resulted in some ínteresting observat.ions. Thus

the effective luidth of a thick iris was found to decrease rvith

increasing screen thictness [45,65]. some approxímate solutions have

been obtained to account for the effect of thickness. Mumford I39l

proposed an empirical formula tleduced from experimental results for

thick irises. Akhiezer t40] extended Bethets theory for small holes

[41] to ínclud.e the effect of thickness on the transmission through a
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v/aveguide slot. Oliner l+21 investígateci the propertie.s of a narro\./

slot and víerved it as a. composite structure consistinglof r length of

waveguide sectíon equal to the slot rva11 thicicness ancl of cross-sectional

dímensions equal to those of the s1ot. His results are also only valíd

f.or apertures ruith dimensions small compared Ëo the wavelength. Cohn

[43] used a conformal mappíng techníque proposed by Davy 1,441 and

obtained an approximate fornula for the capacitance betr.¡een t\üo

infinite plates of finite Lhickness. The thickness of a capacitíve

iris was accounted for by consídering a line section of certain length

and the formulae obtained are applicable only for 2b << À and

2b/9" << 1 (where 2b ís the rhickness and .[ the widrh of the

aperture). Garb et a1 . 145] proposed an integral equatÍon formulatíon

.for the fields on both sides of a thick slot connecting t\.^/o cavities.

Though theír solution ís applicable for any 2b to g" ratío, it is

valid only for boLh. 2b, í' << À. Thus most of these investigarions are

confíned. to slit or slot dimensions small cornpared. to the wavelength

and are rnainly confined to the dominant mode range.

Recently, the grovring importance of multimode waveguide

technology 174l and the accompanying need for the study of rvaveguide

discontinuities has motivated the use of quasi-optical techniques

adapted to the high frequency range lls-ll] rather Èhan conventional

methods IzB] r+hich are more suíted to the dominant mode range. These

techníques uËi1ize quasí-optical ray constructions to determine

approximately the fíeld in the discontinuÍty region and to calculate

therefrom Èhe fielcl scattered. ínto varíous modes. The nature of the
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field approxír;ration near the discontinuity rletermj.nes the accuracy of

the calculation of scattered mode amplitu<les far from the. discontinuity.

In contrast, the recent ray-optical approach of Yee an<1 Felsen 1251,

for dealing with rvaveguide discontinuitíes of infinítesimal thickness,

employs far fi.eld scatteríng propertíes of the scattering cerìtres

constituting the díscontinuity. Although the tectrnique is best suÍted

to the high frequency range (except near the nodal cutoffs), it is

capable of providíng satísfactory results in the range of propagation

of only the dominant mode.

It ís the purpose of this chapter Ëo .apply the solution of the

thick slit problem prevíously obtained to the scattering by an

asymmetric waveguide cl.iaphragm of finite thickness a'nd a symmetric

diaphragm of infinitesimal as well as fj-nite thichness. Furthermore

the results obtained here have been employed ín the analysis and design

of waveguicl.e multicavity f ílters ¡.rith thick diaphragms as reported

elservhere t1].

4.1 As-ymmetric Inlav-eguíde Di.aphragm

Consider a discontinuity in a rvaveguide compos.ed of a transverse

thick strip as shorvn in Fig. 4.1. The rvidth and thickness of the strip

are denoted by 29" and. 2b, respectively, rvhile the dístances from the

wa1ls to Èhe upper and loruer edges are denotecl by d and s, respectively.

In order to obtain reasonably accurate results by asymptotic theory,

certain restrictíons on these dímensions in terms of the rvaveguícle

dimension, are necessary as will be Císcussed later. The results

obtained for thÍs structure can be adapted to the case of an asymmetric
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diaphragrn,. as will also be shor,rn later

In or<ler to formulate.this problem, \^/e require the fielcl of a

line source in a waveguide. This can be found by the ray-.optical

approach as shor.¡n by Yee, Felsen and Keller 124]. BasicaLIy, the f ield

at a point in the i,raveguíde is obtaíned as the sum of contributíons

from the ra_ys p_assing through that point eíther directly or after

multíple scattering at the r¿a1ls. Alternatively, the ray diagram may

be constructed to shor¿ the rays from the source as r"zell as its images

taken successively wíth respect to the v¡alls. The result ís an infinite

seÈ of images r.¡hose intensitíes and locations are determÍned frorn the

boundary conciitions at the walls. Thus consider a line source r¿hose

far field is given by

i(kr-r /4)
U(r,0) - f (O) L----------r;-

(2rkr)'2
kr+- (4-1)

is measured

has been

,z=0

(4.2)

where f(0) is the pattern function of the line source, 0

from the positive z-axís and the time dependence exp(-íot)

assumed throu.ghout. If thís líne source is placed at y - yt

ín Lhe waveguide, the infinite set of images are located at

+vl=21atvt-l j=0rt1r!2

Due to the boundary condítions at a perfectly conducting surface, each

of Ëhe images at yl or y; has the radiatíon patrern f(el) or -f(-0,).J -J 'J- J'
respectively, wher. rl are measured from the jth image Ëo the

J

observation point and 0; are Lhe angles betv¡een ri and the positive

z-axi-s. Thus the field E*(y,z) is given by
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-L
, i (kr '.-1t /4)fcol)e r
1

tL

çZtrt<rl)"
J

i(kr.-irl4)
r (-o:) e r-- -i'- 

_
7,

(2trkr-.)-¿
J

E* (Ï, z)

c (z) isn

-fir/4e

;"ãr3

_T
Lj

t-L
j

(4.3)

(4 .4)

(4. s)

(4 .6)

= h(y - y', z) - h(-y - y' ,z)

Here h(y,") denotes the fielc1 of an array of line sources centred

at y = 0 with each source having the radiatíon pattern f(0). .The

explicit expression for h(y,z) has been obtained by Yee, Felsen and

Keller l24l as vrell as ìforse and Feshbach llgl. Thus h(y,r) can be

written as an infini-te sum of modes

æ

triy,r) = I cn¿)uí2rnY/2a
n=-Co

where

cnk)-

obtained by Fourier inversíon and simplifies to

-2(j-r)a
tól

"12) I Q +
=- - I

J)

- ¿Ja

'n2)-\ 
f (ran-ln/ z¡uik(22+n2¡'4-znrn\/2a dt)

after the change of variable rì = y - 2j^.

Saddle poínt evaluatíon of this integral for large k, leads to

cos0 )nh(y,z) -

where ßr, =

Using (4.7)

E*(Y, z) = í

This ís the

locatedat y=yt

(nn / ù2)4 -rvi th ,*ßn

4), we obtain

æ.F I ' t/a

i- | 
r corl e-r-n'Y -

n=I L
f (-0 ).irîTy'/al sin(nirv/Ð 

"lßn 
I ' l

.. "nr= J ßrr,

(4. 8)

1

2

(4.

r2lk-L

ín

> 0 ancl cosO-n

(4.7)

- (ssn z)ß il<.-n

exacL field expression when the líne source ís

t z - 0 inside the para1le1 plate waveguide of Fig. 4.1
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Alternatively, it could be obtained by expressíng the field of a line

source in terms of a Hankel function anci applying the Poisson sum

formula and the Fourier transform of the Hankel functi-on to find

C*(z) Í7g1. The resulting integral may be evaluatecl exactly leading
l'r

to the same expressicn as (4.8). The reason why (4.8) is exact in the

first case even after tr^/o as)nnptotic approximations ís discussed in

terms of Floquetrs theorem by Hamíd and Johnson [80].

The amplitud.e of a particular mode can be determined from (4.8)

, and the amplittrdes of the pattern function f(0) along the characterÍstic

angles 0 = t 0rr, which represent.the propagatíon directj-ons of the trvo

. modal plane \,/aves constitutíng the nth waveguide mocle.

. Let the normaLízed electric field due to the qth mode, incident

on the stríp frorn the right, be given by

(4.9)

rvhích may be decomposed into Èwo plane waves, i.e.

i. i(-ß^z+qtry¡a)+G/2)"t(-ßor-orv/a)
E'(y, z) = - (í/2)e q + \L/ ¿)e (4.10)

where the first and second terms correspond to the Ër,¡o waves rvhích

propagate along the r - 00, n * 0q dírections, respectively. These

t{aves are incident upon the two thick edges of the stríp where each

thick.edge behaves like a line source and is consídered as mathematically

equívalent to a Ëhin edge wíth a modified diffraction coefficient as

discussed in Chapter III. The fields scattered at this discontinuity

rnay be expressed as

. _:Q -

tiCr,z) = sin(qnyla). "'o'
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n!*U,z) =

rt(y,z¡ =

I
n=1

co

Ì
L

n=1

ißr,l 
" l

qr, "í*(nrY/a)e

íßr'l'l
qr, "it(nrY/a) e

z> 0 (4. 11)

z<0 (4.L2)

where the superscripts r and t refer Ëo reflectäd and transmítted

fíe1<is, respectively. Furthermore, the subscripts q and n denote

the incident and reflected (or transmitted) mocles, respectively, r+ith

the implication that all *oã"" are TEqo o. TErro. In order to calculate

the reflection (or transmíssion) coefficient *or, (or Torr) \^re equate

(4.l1) (or (4,I2) ) wíth (4.8). For this, it is required to determine

Ëhe pattern function f (0n) for the strip along the direction of the

nth excited mode. Thus we consider the díffractíon of the trvo íncident

plane rraves (4.10) at Ëhe two edges of the strip. Here the total

diffracted field consists of the sum of contríbutions due to primary

and secondary diffracted fields. The prímary field is due to the

initial diffraction of the plane r^/aves at the trvo edges of the stríp.

The secondary diffracted fíeld is due to Ëhe interactíon betrueen the

two edges of the stríp and also between the edges and the neighbouring

waveguíde walls. Hor,rever, the latter contríbution dominates since the

former is smaller by 0(1/kø) rvhere k9" is assumed to be larger than

uniËy. This staËement is true only when the stríp to \,¿aveguide lvidth

ratio (2f,/a) is not appreciably less than 0.5 as was established

numerically. By summing t.hese fields and expressing them vrith respect

to the midpoínt (y = s *.Q,, z = 0), we obtain the pattern function

f(0 ) needed in (4.8).'n'
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Thus the primary field due to initia

\4/aves corresponding to the qth mode at. th

uP(r,u, = F rr(oa,o) - r rP(-oq,o)]

ion of ihe tvro plane

c e.Jges is given by

Ei

-N

+)

c

4

1-

,f.

r

'tf

íf

TVO

g
(2

d

L

i

I

e

e

rac

rhí

-r/
kr)

(4.L3a)

nß)

(4. rg¡)

ue to

.25).

by

c,

where

fP(cl,ß) = I iT/2 - a, rf z - ß)"-ittø(sino*sí

'1

ß) uikl (sincr+sinß) j

I

cient for a thick half plane d

as derived in Chapter III, (3

sion (4.f3b) has been obtained

on the upper edge at an angle

sincv l-
¡

- 
lP(
IL

,r/2+

n coeffi

ane tr^Iave

e expres

mpingíng

-ik (.Q,+s)

(r/

f f.r

icle

the

he

íno¿

+P

P(0 ,0) is the di
o

an'E-polar j-zed inc

The first terrn in

recognizing that t

has a phase factor

--ik(2.Q,+s)se

2

2+a

acEio

tpl

abov

ray r_

and the fÍeld due to the ray diffracted by this edge in the direction

0 = ß is obtained by multiplying the incidenr ray field by

P(t¡/2 - a, n/2- ß)"-iklsinS ti(kr-r/4)
(2ttkr)'2

where r is measured from the midpoint of the stríp. The second term

in (4.f:U) is due to diffraction at the lower edge and is obtaíned in

a simílar manner

Equatíng (4.8) and (4.ff) and using (4.13), we obraÍn Lhe

follolving expressíon for the primary reflection coefficienË
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Dp cos(n + q).V-
Ãgn aþ'n

O )e-íY(q+n)nlror, -

þrnr, 
* t

8r, n/2 -

+P(1r/2+A,'n/2 +0)eqn

cos (q - n)ú
aßn

+ P(t¡/2 - 0-, r/2 + 8_)eqn

rL/ a

the c

I

(4.14)

r(s + 9")/a (4. rs)

infínítesimally thin strip, (4.14) reduces to

(4.16)

(4.L7)

ÍY(q+n)]

q' rl2 -

rv c"_q)]

o ¡"-iv(n-q)n

where

Y_

For

Rpqq

n

rl,)

a

(!
t(

q)

f.

n
n

o

l_
T
l_

,

[=
F

n
(0

ase

tt
n(n
n[(

n

I
l-

aB

F

. ffi'd+rytrlcos(q + n)ü

- i cos(n - q)y 1l+ffiJcos(q-")ú

and hence

-.p 29. ik [-t tR'=--^qq- - ; 
ä 

. 
LY "t"(2qv) * i cos(2.^"-lcos(2qÜ)rtrl aß

which agrees with the expression obtaíned by Yee and Felsen [25].

As discussed earlíer, the secondary diffrac.ted field is due to

the ínteraction between the strip edges and the waveguide rval1s (or

betr¿een t,he edges and their images). Follorving the interaction

procedure for the thick slit described in Chapter III, one may show that

the composite field Ui impínging on the upper edge of the stríp due to

multiple interaction with the upper rvall ancl the composite fÍeld U*
.ts

impínging on the lower rvall due to multiple interaction rvith the lower

o q) l2l
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(4. r8a)

C4.rs¡)

and 2kd

u^ (2d,0)
ö

interac tion

vza11 ,

.19a)

.19b)

wal1, are given by

ui = uo(2d,O)/{r - i Frc2d)tr -r E|(b,2d)l}

uå = uu(2s,0) /tt - i rr(2s) [r + Fz(b,2d)]]

where t1rt2 are given by (2.95) and the parameters Zks

shoulcl be larger than I/2T for (4.18) to be convergent.

and Uu(2s,0) ar-e the corresponding fields due to síngle

of the primary díffracted field rvith the upper and lower

resp ect ively
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When (3.25) is applied to the upper

the incident fields and 0 (in the

zeto, the primary diffracted field

of the strip is obtained. The resu

reflection coeffícÍent at the wall

the edge to the neighbouring wall a

ís obtained ín a símilar manner and

the lower edge and the neighbouring

Thus Èhe far field contribut
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the interaction betrveen the upper edge and the neighbouring v¡all ís

gÍven by

ui r to ,tr /2 - en) e-iYn "tlt<r-¡t l!.)
(Ztrkr)a

(4.20a)

(4 . zz)

whereas that for the lorver edge and the neighbouríng r¡all is given by

. r. ._ _ í (kr-n/4)
ufr eco ,Tt/2 ! 0-)e1Yn G.zob)n (2trkr)a

Thus f(en), to be used in (4.8), ís given by

f (on) = ui r (0,¡r/2 - or,).-iYtt + ui e (0,t¡/2 + orr).iYt (4.2t¡

Using (4.8), (4.11), (4.19) and (4.2L) ancl simplifying, we obrairr rhe

folloruing expression for the reflection coeffÍcient due to the second.ary

díffracted fíe1d

*ì, = fu þr,oror(')Qr(q) + wr(s)Qr(n)crcel]

where

FreE) [r + F2(b,2q)]r.i(k)
I^I2 (E ) = (4 .23)

Q, (rn) = p (0 ,tr /2 - 0o,) e-i (y+Ú)* - p (0 ,r /2 + e*).i (y+rl)m

(4.24)

ez(m) = p (0 ,r /2 + 0*) "-i 
(Ú-y)* - p (0 ,r /2 -'0o,) ei 

(r!-y)*

and y and ,l are given in (4.15).

Since the Ëotal diffracted field consists of primary and second.ary

díffracted fíelds, the composite reflection coeffícient is given by

R =RP +Rsgn qn qn
' (4.25)
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Because ray optícs j-s essentially. a high frequency technique,

it is to be expected that the above formulae, r,rhen applied to a

particular node, have their greatest accuracy in the frequency range

rn¡ell above the cutoff frequency of the mode. Even rvíthin the hígh

frequency range, the results d.eteriorate as the cutoff frequency of a

partícular mode is approached. The difficulty arises from the fact that

the constítuent modal plane \,raves novr propagate almost perpenclicular

to the axis of the waveguíde and stríke the strip at almost g.razing

angles of incidence. Since the accuracy of our results for the thick

slit is questíonable at these angles of incídence and reflection

(0- * ! 1T/2 , 0- : ! 1t/2), the value of Rl- obraíned from (4.14) ísqnqq
inaccurate near the cutoff frequency of the qth mode.

Another difficulty aríses in the calculation of ínteracËion near

the poínt of emergence of Ëhe nth mode from cutoff sínce the mode

angle 0- is then nearly equal to r/2. IfhÍle calculatins Rn *- -^.en rlearry equal to |l¿. wnale _ qq, one

does not, in general, consíder R-- for n I q. However, at theqn

frequencíes where netr modes emerge, the constituent modal plane \^/aves

travel almosË perpendicular to the axís of the waveguide and are in the

same region as the transition regíon (y = 0 to y = s; y = 29, + s to

y = a in Fíg. 4.f) for the multíply diffracted rays. It is dífficult

to include these modes by the ordinary ray theory and therefore our

results are ínaccurate near the modal cutoffs

An ímproved expression for Ehe secondary reflection coefficíent

can be obtained by consídering the Fresnel integral expression for the

Ëhick slit problem. Thus following the above steps and simplifying,
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the far field conlribution in the clirection 0r, due to tl-re interaction

between the uoper edge and the neíghbouring ival1 (corresponding to (4.20a))

is now given by t25l

where F(9,0,0) and Ft(q) are given by (2.99c) and (2.95a), respectively.

SÍmilar expression can be obtained for the lorver edge. Using (4.5),

(4.8) and (4.26) and sirnplifying, the expression for the ímproved

secondary reflectíon coefficient, corresponcling to (4.19), is given by

-1

*ì" = # [^,' 
,urQ3 (e)0, (n) * I'Ir (s)ao (r)a4 (")] G.27)

where Q3rQ4 are given by

P (2d, 0,r l2 - 0 ) cos (kb cosOrr)

-riz¿,0,õl- ffiL+ ; +' fr'+
I(: (k)

T

. j., --iq(y+r1;) 
¡'(2d'0'rl2 - 0o)cos(k'b cos0o)

t- 
" K+(k sin0o)K_(k-)

,. -íq (y+r!) F(2d' 0't/2- + 0õ)cos (kb 
"o"0o)l-']'e -i

"-iyn .i(kr-n/4)

@

-"í ('J"ly) tt 
F (2ð,, 0,tr / 2 - 0r,) cos (kb cosOrr)

ô lt-\ -x3\¿¡l K, (k sinO )K. (k)

ui(tp+y)n, (2ð,,0,n/2 + 0rr)cos(kb cos0rr)

(4.26)

(4.28a)K (k sinO )K. (lc)
-n-F
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Q4(n) = e-l (r!-y) n

nf

"i 
(Ú-Y) tt 

F (2s , o ,tt /2 - 0r,)cos(kb cosOrr)

K, (k sinO )K. (k)-rn+

I,it(E) =

(4 -zaa¡

(4.2e)
t * {ï*3 rr(2r)*ltr.r

rl (k)
+

Sínce our results for the tliick sliË are more suitable for large slit

widths, the above sirnplified expressíons have been derived by assuming

a Èandem sliÈ type of interacÈion (2.99). P(0o,0) in (4.L4), horvever,

sti11 represents the Ehick half plane diffraction coefficient (S.ZS).

The resulls in Ëhís sectíon can be easily adapted Ëo the case

of an asymmetrical díaphragm as shorun ín Fig. 4.2. Thus, if s = d

and a is replaced by 2a in Fig. 4.L, an even numbered mode incídent

on the stríp in Fíg. 4.I excites by symmetry about the plane y = ãt

only even numbered modes. Thus the entíre ccnfiguration can be

bj.sected at the plane y = a thereby generating Fig. 4.2 which has

been símplifíed to the case d = l, = a/2. It follorvs that the

as¡rmmetric diaphragm nth mode reflecËion coefficient for an incídent

qth mode can be obLained by making the followíng replacements in the

above results

n+2n rq-r2gra-+2a, s=d (4.30)

Moreover, sÍnce the diaphragm in Fig. 4.2 ts adjacent to Ëhe lor,¡er

waveguide wa11, it is necessary by comparison i^¡ith the bisected

structure of Fig. 4.L, to replace y by ã - y, thereby introducing
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R,, t" thickness

(a/X = 0.83s

Table 4.1

for an asymmetríc díaphragm

, Frequency = 11.0 GHz)

Thickness
2b

in mm

0.5

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

6.0

7.0

Argument

Ray Theory
(Asymptotíc)

of R'
Numerical

2L9.0'

218 . B'

2Lg .4'

220.3"

22L.5"

227.9"

aal. 10

225.9'

2L2.0'

2L2.7'

2L2.r"

2rL.g"

211. B"

zLr.6"

zLL.5'

2LL.4'

MagniËude of R'
Ray Theory I Numerical

(Asympto tí c )

O. BOB

0.829

0.864

O. BBB

0. 905

0. 916

0.923

0.928

O. B4B

0-872

0. 906

0.938

0. 955

0 .966

0.97 5

0. 981
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a f.actor (-1)q ín (4.9) and (-1)" ín (4. 11) , (4.L2) .

fn order to check the accuracy of our approxim.ate solution,

computaLíons of the reflection coeffícíent were performed fot a

diaphragm of 9" = a/2 and the results compared v¡rth d.ata based on

numerical Ï471 or experimental solution. The experiment rvas conducted

at X-band using'standard measurelnent techniques vrhereas the numerical

solutíon was obtaíned by using a modal analysis method of Lransverse

field matching and rvas found to be accurate for thick írises when

compared with experimental results or data avaílable in the Waveguide

Handbook lzg]. The maximum deviation was approxímatery B% for the

infínítesimally thin (approximated by a thíckness of 0.3 ninr) case.

Our approxímate calculations are based on (1¡.14) along lvith

(4.22) for the asymptotic solution and (4.27) for ühe Fresnel integral

solution. The agreement rr'íth experimental or numerical data for l*r, I

versus frequency is satisfactory except near the modal cutoffs as

shov¡n in Figs. 4.2 and 4.3. The magnitude and argument of Rtt are

given ín Table 4.L for varíous values of thÍckness (2b) while the

argtrment of Rtt versus frequency is shorvn f.or a particular case in

Fí9. 4.4.

4f Slnunetric i^laveguide Diaphragm

I^Ihen two asymmetric diaphragms are placed facíng each other in

a waveguide, the resulting confíguration is known as a slnnrnetric

diaphragm. rn this sectíon the ray-optical method is applied to deal

with a symmetríc díaphragm of infinitesimal as well as of finite

Èhicknes s.
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consíder a s¡rrnme-tric diaphragm pl.acecl at z = 0 in a waveguide

as shovrn in Fig. 4.5. The rvidth ancl thickness of the rvíndoi¿ in the

diaphragm are denoted by 29" and 2b, respectively, r..'hi1.e the distances

from the edges adjacent to the upper and lorver walls are denoted by d'

and s' respectívely. Similar to the case of a thick strip discont.inuity,

certain restríctÍons, as ivíll be gíven later, have to be placed on

these dímensions for obtaining reasonably accurate resulLs from as¡rmptotíc

theory.

Let the normalized electric fíeld due to 
" 

tt'o r+aveguide mode

incident on the díaphragm from the right be given by

iB. I zl
ET(y,z) = sin(qry/a)" Q' ' (4.31)

r¿hich may be decomposed into trvo plane \raves, i.e.

ní(y, z) = - (í/2)"i(-ßoz+ctrv/a) + Glz)ut(-ßo'-otv/a) (4 .32)

These \,{aves are scattered at the discontinuity r,zhere each of the two

thick edges behaves like an induced line source and, as before, is

considered mathematically equivalent to a thin edge with a modified

diffraction coefficient as discussed in Chapter III.

In order to calculate Ëhe reflection coefficient *n' in (4.11)

due to this discontinuity, it is requíred to determine, as in the

case of a strip discontinuity, the pattern function f(0n) along the

dir.ection of the nth excited mode. Thus rve consider the diffraction

of the tvro plane \../aves (4.32) at the tlvo thíck eclges of the waveguicle

diaphragm. The total diffracted field consists of conlributj-ons due

to the primary and the secondary diffracted fields. The prímary
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diffracted field is due to the ínitial djffraction of the two plane

l{aves at the tl.ro edges of the diaphragm. The sec,:nclary ð.i.f.fracLed fíeld

is due.to interaction betr+een the trvo edges of the diaphragm and betrveen

the diaphragm edges and the neighbouring rvaveguicle r^¡alls. However, the

former contribution dominates sínce the l¿tter is snnaller by 0(f/kd

oï Uks) r¡here kd or ks is assumed to be larger than unity.

Thís is true only rvhen the diaphragm v¡idth (29,) is not appreciably

larger than hal-f the waveguide width. Summation of these fields and

theír combination r,¡ith respect to the midpoint (y = s *.[, z = 0)

leads to the pattern function f(On) needed in (4.8).

Thus the primary field due to inítíal díffraction of the Lwo

\¡/aves by the two equivalent edges is given as

(4 .33a)

where the (r,0) polar coordinates åre shorvn in Fig. 4.5, and

rp(o,ß) = å u-ík(.Q,+s)síncr 
þn,, + a, n/z + ß)ãikø(síncr*sínß)

+ P (tr /2 - a, r /2 - ß) "Ík[ 
(sino+sinßl"^"1 (4. 33b)

Here P(0o,e) the díffraction coeffícienr for.a thick half plane

due to an E-polarízed incídent plane rvave and has been given ín Chapter

IÏI, (3.25). As discussed ín connection lui-th the thick strip díscontínuitV,

the first term ín (4.33b) has been obtained by recognÍ-zí-ng that the

ray incident. at the upper edge aÈ an angle o has a phase factor

"-ik 
(29,+s) sino,

The fíe1d due to the ray diffracted by thís edge in the direction 0 = ß

r .r i(kr-r/4\
up(r,0¡ = lt tn(0^,0) - i rp(-o_,e) l9*.L q q- J (Ztrkr)-¿
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is obtained by multiplying the incident ray field by

P(tr/2 * a, nf2* ß).-ík0si-ng ti(kr-rl4)
( 2ttkr)'z

where r ís measured from the míddle of Ëhe rvindoru. The second term

ín (4.33b) j-s d.ue to díffraction at the lor,rer edge and ís obtaíned in a

sÍ-mí1ar way.

¡ Now follorving (.2.2), ttre total f ield in the illumination region

ín our case is given by

-iky sin0 -íkz cos0 -ikv sinO *ik(z-2b)cosO
ór=ö+e Q Q-. ' q '----q

Subtracting the íncident fíeld from thís expression ancl remembering

Ëhat. there are two plane \^/aves. incident on the di-aphragm, the Ëota1

field reflected, in the illumination regiorr is given by

-iß l.l -í2bg
0t = ó - sin¡SII¡ " 

Q" e 
- --q

-a'

Thus for finding the field at an observation poínr ín Ëhe illumínation

.re6¡íon, iË is requíred to add the term

-íß lrl -i2bß
- sinC9ryl e q" e q

'a

to (4.33). This Ëerm reduces ro

- sincsryl "-ißo 
l' l

'a

or -1 when normarízed with respect t,o the incident field for an

infinitesimally thin diaphragm. This term does not appear for the

transmission region of a thin diaphragm as expected since 'r = 1 * R

for a thin lossless discontinuity



Using (4.8), (4.11) and (4.33) and simplifying, it iollo\,/s from

the above díscussion that the primary refleciion coefficíenL of the

nth excÍted mode ís given by

Rp - - cos(qJ- q).r].' 
frCn/, * u . r,r/2+ o )e-iY(q+tt)qn "ßr, L-'"'-'"q' '"n'"

+ p (tr/z - 0r, n/2 - 0r,)"iv(a+n)] -r *{frÙ

.I

þn,, - 0q, r/2 + 0rr).íY(q-") + p0r/2 * 0q, T1/2 - 0n)e-iY,o-"t

-i2bßq
- e = (4.34)

where y and ú are given in (4.15).

For the case of an infinitesimally thin symmetric diaphragm,

(4.34) reduces to
(

^p 1-J [- sin(q + n)Y , -. -cos(q + n)itR' = --:-qn'H,, jl . 0n + o 
-* i sflfrlffi'""(q + n)Ú

LL 
sr_n --l- cos - 2 iJ

r_ ["r¡-g-Of. _ = òôs(n-:¡)y-l+l O _0.--iffi-i cos(n-
I n s n dl
LSr_n - 2- cos 

-l-1
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-1 (4.:S)

i cos (2qy) cos (2qú)
aß

q
(4 .36)

-rÌ

ãnd hence

-p 29, , ík k sÍn (2qy) cos (2qú)
¡\- t------r--qqa^"ß?.onßo

q

It ís interesting to note that the ínfinite frequency lirnít (i.e.

a/À + -¡ of the d.ominant mode reflectíon coefficient R,, of a thin
IJ-

s¡rmmetric diaphragm with 29" = a/2 is -O.LB2 as compared to -0.5

for an as)¡mmetric diaphragm of the same aperture dímensions.
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. As <liscussed earlíer, the seconclary diffracted f íe1.1 ís due to

the interaction betr,reen the tr¡o edges of the diaphragm. Follor^ring

Èhe ínteraction procedure for the Ëhíck,slit clescribed in Chapter fII

and using (4.8) and (4.11), we obtain the follor,,jng expressíon for the

secondary reflection coefficíent

*ì" = ,il G-t"'þ 
,"(eq,on) - í

- .Í'rl'þ r"(oq,-on) - i r"(-o

fs(-eq,o

,'-u"'])

"r]

r¿here

(4 .37 )

(4.3e)

has been

upper edge at an

fs(o,ß) =
ík'Q'(sincx-sinß)* (0,r/z +cx)p(0 ,r/2 - ß)

r/2 - o)p(o,r/z + g)

)l

,n/2-cr)P(0,rT/2-g)
-'J

,n/z + ß)p(o,n/2 + "l ll (4.38)
)J

w¡ -ik(,,+sl"ino f -i " 
-'".- , -, -JJ'* 

1"

.Íkl,(sino- =irß)p(0,

í Fl(2¿) lL + F 2(b '29"

f.it ø(sina*sinß) ,(o
L

-ik¿ (síno*sinß) , (n

)t1 + F2(b'2.q.)lKl(k)

+

+

E 
LQL.*¡

r * rf Qe,)17 + E2$'2e.)12

and F1,F2 are given by (2.95). Also, the parameËer 2kg" should be

greater than L/2r for (4.39) to converge.

As discussed before the first term ín (4.38)

obËained by recogn ízíng that tlLe ray íncidenË on the

angle cr has the phase factor

--ik(2.Q,+s) sins
e

and the fíeld due to diffracted ray in the dírection 0 = ß, after a



ion at the lor.ver edge is obtaínecl by multiplying the

lo
+ Fo (b ,zÐlr]Cr.ln (0,n/2 + a)p (o,n/2 - g¡"ik!' sinß

4)¡

"i 
(kr-tl/ 4 )

single diffract

incídent ray by

r
F" (2.t.) l1rL

r06

1-
(zrir;r)"

where r is measured fron the niiddle of the diaphragm. The term
t ( 1's

Fí(zL) l] * t, (b,2ø)l ' ín the denominator of (4 .39) denores rhe

contínuatíon of this proceçs indefinitely. The second term corresponds

to the ray inítíally incident on the lor,¡er edge and emergíng at an angle

0 = ß after a síng1e diffraction a.t the upper edge. The thírd anci

the fourth terms ín (4.38) correspond to the rays ínitia1ly incident

at eiËher edge and emerging aË an angle 0 = ß from the same edge.

It is to be noted the interaction mode coefficíents "lnt have beenn

neglected. in the derivation of (4.38) since their effect is neglígible

for the practical case of ínterest (2b/9" S 0.5).

As in the previous case of a thick stríp discontinuíty (or a

thick asSrmmetric diaphragm), the accuracy of our results can be ímproved

by considering the interacËion j-n t,erms of Fresnel integrals as gíven

in (2.gg). The resulting expression for ts(cx,ß) ís given by

f"(o, Ð =y "-ik('o+s)sincr

F(29.,0,r/2 - ß)p (0,r/z -l o)cos(kb cosß)

K+(k)\(k sinß)

F(29,,0,r/2 + ß)P(0,tr/Z - a)cos(kb cosß)
+ eikl,(sino-sinß)
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+

F(29.,0,r/2 + ß)P(0¡r/Z * cr)cos(kb cosß)

K, (k)K (k sinß)-r

+ eik.Q, 
(sino+sin$) F(29",0,tr/z - ß)p (0,r/2 - c¿)cos(kb

K. (k)K, (k sinß)i- -+-

fl'l-l
I

sinß

where

(4 .40)

(4.4L)I"4 
,, _ 12(zl,.o.o)
-1,

Kl (k)
1-

and F(q,0,0) ís given by (2.99c)

Since our results for Lhe thíck slit are more suitable for large

sli-Ë widths, the above símplified expression has again been obtained by

assuming a tandem s1ít type of ínteraction. p(0o,0), ín (4.41), however

still represents the thíck half plane diffractíon coefficient.

ïn ord.er to check the accuracy of our approxímate theory,

computaËions of the reflection coeffícíent rrere performed for a

symmetric diaphragm of aperËure wídth a/2 and th.ickness 2b and ti're

results compared with experimental andfor numerical data [41]. The

calculations are based on (4.36) to (4.38) for the aslmptotic solution

and (4.36), (4.37) and (4.40) for Ehe Fresnet inregral solurion. The

agreement with numerical data ís satisfactory except near a/À = 0.5,

1.5, 2.5 .,. as shorvn in Figs . 4.6 ar.d 4.7. These discrepancies

occur rnainly because of tr¡o reasons. As discussed for the case of an
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as)¡mmetric diaphragm, primary ref 1-ectj-on coeff ícri-ent Oån j-s inaccuraie

near the cutoff frequency of the qth mode (a/l = 0.5 for Olr)

because of the nearly grazíng angles of incídence and reflection. An

additional difficulty arises in the calculation of intera.ction near the

point of emergence of the nËh mode from cutoff since the mode angle

e- is then nearly equal- to Ttl2 and is ín the transition regionn

(y=0 to y=s and Y=29,*s to y=a inFig.4,Lry=s to

! = 2f." + s in Fig, 4.5) for multíply diffracted rays. It follows from

the discussion on page 92 that our results for the symmetríc diaphragm

wíl1 be inaccura.te near the nodal cutof fs. Now f.or a sy'nmetric

discontinuity the reflection coeffÍcient *o' vanishes for { * n =

odd, i.e. an íncident mode does noË excite any reflected modes of

opposite parity 1241. Thus for r îUrO mode incidenË on a sSrmmerríc

cliaphragm, ne\^/ modes emerge at af X = L.5, 2.5, 3.5 (corresponding

to n = 3,5,7...). Simílarly for an as¡rmmetric díaphragm new modes

energe at a/À, = 1r1.5 12... (corresponding to n = 41618... according

to the díscussion on page 94). The emergence of these modes may Ëhus

explaín the discrepancies j.n our results at these particular values of

^/\ 
(in addition to a/À = 0.5) for both as¡rmmetric and symmetric

diaphragms.

Fínally, Tables 4.2 and 4.3 give the magnitude of the reflection

coefficient at trvo particular values of a/\ for various values of

screen t.hiclcness.

4.3 Discussion of the Results

I^le have shor,in that the ray-optical analysis of Yee and Fetsen [25 ]
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TABLE 4.2

Magnitude of Rl1 vs. thickness for a symmetric dri.apbragm

(a/\ =0,91 , ã=2.2Bern)

Thickness
2b

in mm

Asynp to tíc
Solution

Fresnel
Integral
Solution

Itlumerical-
Solution

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

0.642

0.682

0.7L4

0.7 42

0.765

0.784

0.797

0.805

0.598

0. 635

0. 665

0. 691

0.7L2

0.728

0.7 4r

0.7 48

0. 537

0.591-

0. 63s

0.673

0.707

0.737

0.7 63

0. 788
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TABLE 4.3

Magnitude of R' vs. thickness for a synunetric diaphragm

(a/X=2.43 ) a=2.2Bcm)

Thick-ness
2b

in mm

Asympto tic
Solution

Fresnel
ïntegral
So lut ion

Numerical
Solutíon

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3"5

4.0

0.24L

0.242

0.24L

0.240

0.240

0.240

0.24L

0.24t+

0.239

0.240

0.239

0.239

0.239

0.240

0.242

0.244

0.237

0.240

0.240

0.24L

0.243

0.244

0.24s

0.244
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may be extended to deal rvír.h an as5rmrnetric diaphragm of finite thickness

and a slnnmetric dlaphragm of ínfinítesjmal as rvell as finite Lhiekness.

Our approxirnate results reduce to those of Yee and Felsen [25] rvhen the

thickness (2b) of an asynunetric diaphragm reduces to zero. our

results for both asymmetric and s¡rmmetric diaphragms cotnpare favourably

wíth experi¡lental andf or numerica]- daLa except near the modal cutof fs.

Furthermore, the approximate results for an infinitesimally thin

diaphragm are in better agreement with numerj-cal data as ka + - than

for a thick diaphragrn, since truncation in the series for the evaluation

of K* (cr) , l-* (o) (4.1,4. 2) and p (0o,0 ) (z.z+) inrroduces additional

errors

Examination of our results for the asymmetríc diaphragm shows

that as the screen thickness increases, the reflection coefficíent also

increases thereby decreasing the effectíve distance betr.¡een the diaphragm

edge (or strip edges) and the waveguide wa1l. For example, ít ís

shovm in Table 4.1 that the magnitude of the reflection coefficíent

at 11.0 GHz increases by 3"1 and I57" as the screen thickness increases

from 0.5 mm to I mm and 7 mm, respe-ctively. However, the argument of

the reflection coefficient increases very slightly as the díaphragrn

thickness Ís increased.

Examínatíon of Tables 4.2 and 4.3 for the symmetríc diaphragm

shows Ëhat the reflection coefficient increases r¿ith Èhickness at 1orver

freguencies (a/À S r.s) but remains approximately constant at very

high frequencíes. For example, Table 4.2 shows that the reflèctíon

coefficient at L2.0 GHz increases by about 47% as Èhe screen thickness
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increases frorrr 0.5 mrn Lo 4 mm, whereas Table 4.3 shorvs that thè

reflection coeffícíent at 32 GHz remaínsiapproxirnately constant for Lhe

same varíation ín Ëhickness. .
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CHÄPTEP. V

DISCUSSIOI,I A-N]-I CONCLUSIONS

5.1 Discussion

Examinatíon of our results sLlggests that the ray-optical technique

leads to a good agreement rvj-th avaílab1e theoretícal and experirnental

results for a number of free space and r,raveguíde proble¡n-s. The accuracy

and limitations of the results in each case are discussed in this chapter

The first part of the analytical results rras concerned ruith the

solution of the tandem slit configuratíon by the l,,Iiener-Flopf technÍ.que.

The íntegral equations arising in the formulation (2.26 and 2-.31) are

similar to those of Jones [53] and Ï¿Iillians [54] for the complernentary

problem of two parallel strips. Our approach to the solution of these

equations is simílar to these authors but not restricted to the case of

large plate-p1ate separatíon which seerns'to be a limitation in their

solution. This ís because of the difference ín the mechanism of inter-

action betr+een these two complenentary problems. Our approxímate results

agree favourably igith Alldredgets experim-ental and variational solution

1461, The results indicate that as the tand.em slit separation increases

the main peak in the scattered. cross-sectíon d."t.rs"s and moves torrards

values corresponding to larget slit rvidths (Figs . 2.5 to 2.7). Further-

more, the curve for the cross-section changes quiLe significantly rvhen

the tandem slit. separatíon is of certain magnitude (e.g. T, 2T,3n).

Tlre change (see Fig. 2.7) may be associated rvith the fact that aL these

values of the separation the paralleJ- plate can nor.r act as a lvaveguid.e
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for the propagatíon of a particular rnode. This'change ín behavi-our

appears more significantly in the amolituide data, Also, r.¡e harre beerL

able to observe these changes in spite of the fact that K+(6) ís not

a sloiuLy varying function near 6 = k for these values of plate

separation (p. 30) and that more than one term is required in its

Taylor series expansion.

It should be noted that the asynptotic t,andem slit solutíon is,

in general, valid for 2b/L S 0.5. The valiclity f or small kL, for

the cases considered in Figs, 2.5 to 2.8 rvas increased to zb/g,: r

by íncludíng the first thTo terms of the series ín (2.58b) in terms of

Fresnel integrals. For larger values of this raËio, the devíation from

experímental results becomes sígnificant. This is because of the

difficulties involved ín including hígher order terms representing the

effect of finite plate separation when the slit i¿idth is small compared to

Ëhe wavelength (addítional errors occur because of neglecting o.f óïrra

and hígher terms in the Taylor series expansion of F^ (E) and K, (q)).u+ 1-

IIor,¡ever, r.rhen the slit wídth is large, asymptotic approximations can be

applied and the terms can be includecl in the form of a simple geometric

series (2.65)" I,Ihen the slir separarion is also large (2kb > 10) Ëhe

numeri-cal computation of r*(cl), L*(o) is laborious lgz] and ir mighL

be more effective to use the conventíonal ray-optícal technique for Lhís

specífic case.

The analytical results for the thick slit are presented ín a

ray-optical form rvhere the diffraction by each edge of the s1Ít has been

víewecl as that clue to a thin eCge centred at the middle of the thiclc
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edge modífie<i by an appropriate díffraction coeff.icient. The edge-

edge interaction tera, on the other hand, has also been no,iifieri such

that each thÍcl< edge is viei¿ed. by the other as a cornbínatjon of a line

source as well as a line dipole rvhich vanishes when the thickness

approaches zero. Our ana.lytical results for large slit r¡idths reduce

to a simple ray-optical form sinilar to tha.t of lieller for the thin

slit l2l. For smaller values of the slit vríc1th, the formulation leads

to results which are idenlical to those of Yu and Rudduck [4] for the

complementary strip problem. Our coinputations for the díffraction

patterns agree favourably rvirh experiment and lndicate (see Tables 3.1

anð, 3.2) that the 6dB beamv¡idth increases as the screen thickness

increases as long as 2.b./ 9" S 0.5 and decreases for Larger values of

this raËio. Also the first minírna shíft ai.ray from the main beam ivith

íncreasing thickness. On the other hand, the first side lobe level

increases r./íth thickness and shífts alray from the main beam.

It should be noLed that these results are only valid for

2b/9" S 0.5. However, this limitation does not seem to be serious since

the dimensions of most practical s1íts fall within this range. rt may

be possible to inprove the overall accuracy by including óï.rt and

the higher order terms ín the Taylor series expansion of F^ (E) and,+
Kr-(E) (2.56). However, the analysis in this case becornes extremely

complicated. rt may also be effective Ëo use the conventional ray-

optical rnethod when the dimensions of the slít are large compared to

the wavelength.

The solution for the far fielcl scattered by a thick slit rvas
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utilized to find the scatteríng properties of asymmetric and symmetric

waveguíde diaphragms of finite.thickness. Our approxj,mate- results

G.tA and 4.22) reduce to Lhose of Yee and Felsen [25] rvhen the ttrick-

ness of the as5rmmetric diaphragn reduces to zero. The results for

both asymmetric and symrnetric díaphragms compare favourably r.vith

experínrentaL and/or avaílable numerical l47l data except near the modal

cutoffs. ExaminaËÍon of the results for these diaphragms shows that

as the screen thickness increases the reflection coefficíent increases

at Lower frequencies (a/À < f.S) Èhereby decreasing the effectíve

distance between the trvo edges of the díaphrpgm (symmetric case) or

between the edges of the díaphragm and the rvavegtiide rval1 (as1'rnmetríc

case). At higher frequencies, hor,rever, the effect of increasing thick-

ness ís less pronouncecl.

Comparison of the results in the dominant mode range for

asyrüne-tríc and sSrmmetric diaphragms shor¿s that the results for the

former case are in better. agreement with experímental and/or numerical

data than for the latter case (see Figs. 4.2 and 4.6). This is because

of the fact that the dístance between the edges of the equívalent slit

is larger in the former case and the ray-optical results are tr.ore

accurate for smaller values of a/\. It should also be noted that ín

both cases our approxímate results for an ínfinitesimally thin diaphragm

are in better agreement with avaí1ab1e numerical dâta 147 I as ka + *

Ëhan for a thick diaphragm. This may be explained by the fact that as

ka + *, kb also approaches æ and the truncation in the series (¿f.f

and 4.2) to evaluate f*(o), L*(a) ancl the series (3.24) to evaluate
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P(0o,0), introrluces additional errors.

' Although favourable agreernent has been obtaínecl r+ith experimental

or available theoretical results in most of the problems cliscussed,

there are, nevertheless, a nlnnber of límitations of the study. Thus

v¡e have concerned ourselves only wit.h the evaluation of the fields at

distances f.ar away from the tandem slit or the thíck slit. The variation

of the fíe1ds ín Lhe aperture rvíth the tandem slit separatíon or the

thickness of the slít has not been evaluated. For the case of a tandem

slit, an expression for the field in Ëhe aperture has been obtained in

tenns of a Fourier inversíon integral (from (2.85)). Hor¡ever, this

inversíon cannct be performed ín a closed form and the asymptotic

evaluation'of the integral leads to inaccurate results for the fields

in the aperture. It may be possible to evaluate the íntegral numerically

and to obtain the aperture fÍelcls for the tand.e¡n slit but it would seem

difficult to extend the results to a thick slit in free spac e or a

waveguide

Fina11y, the deviation of the results from experímental and

available numerical data l47J in all cases is due to the nature of Ëhe

edge-edge interaction ivhích is accounted for only approxÍmately by the

Present procedure. It may be possíb1e to deal with the interaction by

more rigorous means [81]. rt may also be effective in some cases to

combine nunerical techniques for the lor.¡er frequency range and in the

vicinity of modal cutoffs v¡ith the ray-:optical procedure for the

remaining frequency range. These aspects remaín to be explored.

Nevertheless, it i,¡ou1d seem that the simplícity and versatílity exhibited
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of problens where screen

L20

consideratj-on for a large nur¿ber

an important parameter.

it ruorthy

thíchnes s

of

is

5.2 Conc l.us ions

The cliffraction of a plane electromagnetic rvave by a tandem slit or

sl-it in a r-ltick conducting screen has been solved. The final results have

been expressed in a ray-optical form usíng simple cliffraction coefficients

assigned to each thick half plane and have been shown t,o be a simple

modífication of the conventional ray-optical thin slit solutíon. Thís

has been achieved by using the concept of an equivalent edge ¡vhích has

facilitateci the reductíon of scattering centres as vrel1 as large number

of edge-edge interactions. The far field scatteríng properties of a

thick slit thus obtained. in free space have been utílized to find the

scattering properties of thíck diaphragms in a waveguide. This

application, though best suited to the high frequency range far from

nodal cutoffs, has been shor¡n to lead Ëo accurate results even in the

domínant mode range. Finally, the favourable agreernent, rvith experímental

or available analytical results in mosÈ cases shov¡s that the procedure

can be used wíth confidence for both free space and waveguÍde problems.

A number of promísíng problåns arise from the study and theÍr

investigation may lead to some useful results ancl applications. Thus

it may be possible to extend the Wíener-Hopf technique for the tand.em

slit to the diffraction by an array of stits. The existence and

character of modal fíelds in such a two-dinensional periodic structure
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has been inúestigated in the past and some intere-stj-ng re-su1ts have been

obtained 1631641. It ruould also be ínterestj-ng to 
"o.,=i,lor'the 

effecL

of finite thickness of the screens on the fíelds associated rvith such

structures.

The filling of the aperture in a thiclc screen by a dielect-ric

has resulted in some attï:actíve experÍmental results. It may be possible

Ëo deal with the problem analytically by an extension of the present

technique. The recent tvork of Bates and Mittra Í82] on the excitation

of a clíelectric slab by means of a parallel plate vraveg;uide may be

mrployed in this investigation. The result.s may leac to the use of

dielectric as another parameter in the design of fílters [65].

Recently, the exac.t solution for the electromagnetic scattering

by a semí-infínite parallel plate rvaveguicle t/as as)¡mptotically expanded

by Bowrnan [52] for waveguide dimensíons large compared Ëo the wavelength.

The results yieldecl term-by-term comparíson with the corresponding

results derived by means of ray Èheory. It rvas shor¡n that the conven-

tíonal ray method using two scatteríng centres does not yield complete

agreement v¡ith the asymptotic form of the exact solution. It would be

interesting to follow this procedure for the scattering by a thin

waveguide díaphragm. The term-by-term comparison of the asynptotic

form of t.he exact solution r¡ith Ëhe corresponding one derived by means

of ray theory could lead to an explanation of deviation at the rnodal

cutoffs. The ímprovenent in dealing rvith edge-edge interaction thus

obtained could lead to a better application of the ray-optical method

to a large number of rvaveguide and free space scattering problems

involving thín and thick screens.
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where
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(
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Since the transforrn oft.
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-nr ísof

Ís evident

is a slowly

be obtained

. -_1the form cl" - (or

from (e.4) that to a

varying function of

for intermediate and

. n-llc" - f or o = k) in the cr-plane, it

f :'-rst approxímation, Õl (or f'O. Ccl))
+

o, near cr = k. (Simi,1ar results may

smaller values of r.)
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APPENDIX C

EVALUATION OF UCO,)
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nË singularíty a
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3.2
_(y - y'b + 2y'b'/3

(2.3L) is applied ro C2.26)

L, terms. All the

he form
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E ='k. If Ehe functions

thís branch point in terms of a

retained, the integral reduces
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b -=Y
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Following the proceclure in deriv

expressíon for U(cx) is given b

e (2.59) to (2.65), the asymptoricl-n

v

t
L

which is only valid for 0rA72 ¡pX

only the alternate terms of (C.S)

integral. The firsr rerrn in (C.6)

(c. s) .

+itt /4 ikt" -r,
-e e k-bu\F'' 

en)\- (u + u)g,3/2
* i(r.¡)2 - (kÞ)4 - I' k.Q, &9)2 

' "'_l G. e¡

< 1. As in the evaluation of t(o),

cont.ribute to the value of the

corresponds to the second term j-n
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(n.la)

(-D.lb)

(D. lc)

. seo int.(.cn , cr, )

t,. ,oÍo )

The Èransform

by (2.9), i.e.

-l/r 
t

Õ = A e Ir

=DeYY

of the f j.eld scattered by a tandem slit is given

>b

<-b

=BeYY+Ce-YY ,

Equatíng the fields at y = tb, we

D=B+c"2Yb

A=c+¡e2Yb

Also, using (2.18) and remembering

and 01(tb) = 0(!b), we obtain
vb

o==t{sr+lr)
vb

D==T(S1 -Dl)

SubsLitution of (D.3) inËo

-bSvfb
obËa.in

rhar rÍ') ^ 
(i)

"t

@.2a)

(Ð.2b)

nfi) = o'

(D.2) yíelds

Dt

(n. ga)

(p. :¡)

(D .4a)

(D.4b)

by

(o. s)

S._IR=-
':4"o"hyb

S-
.Iu=¿Ç¡yb

The trânsform of the

- Sl cosh yy
^--Y-zcoshyb

4 sf"h Yb

D-l
4 sính yb

field in the waveguide

D., sinh yy
r _-=--' 2 sinh yb

reglon is thus given
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The inverse transform of (n"S) yields an integral expression for the

fíe1d inside the trvo waveguídes, rvhich may also be expressed as a modal

series, i. e.

co-liT

.r,= 1 i ftr*"t1r-Dr'inhYYfr= rr;, 1 L'z"""hrrb*t"GE-Yb-l
-*l-i'r

-icrxe-*.'dx,-bfySb

CD.6a)

= î" ("""p -, "1") sin nn (ä*) .v,,l*t'11 (D.6b)
n=l-

. seD íntwhere ";-' , "; have been prevíously defíned (p.45) and the uoper

and lower signs correspond to the left and right hand side waveguíde,

respectively (Fig. 2.L). Also the first and second terms ín (D.6a)

denote the contributíon from Ëhe odd and even mode coeffícients,

respectively. usíng (2.78) the firsr term in rhe inregrand cf (D.6a)

reduces to

-íkb sinO
k sín0o Kr (s) e o-cosh

2ncosh yb

r(o) [cr(k)r(k) + ( )

2
?

k)K, (
-t-

(¡r I
_t!+

G

k

T

2
U

2k: crir<, r-l-

I

. "=;i: l.^,-o,' Kt \..r., | ¿
L

\
- c(a) ) e-lcrx

/
A similar expression can be

Norv consíder the first Ëerm

i. e.

k)l

r(-o) [crCt lr(k) + cl(k)Ki(k)K

[r;Ct>r*(klJ 
2 - 12 (t )

, (k)l
I

obtained for

in the second

the second term

square braclcet

(D.7)

(D. 6a) .

(D.7),

ín

of
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-ikb sin0
k sinOo rlCo) e

o cosh yy c2 (-cr) 
"-iud

2n cosh yb K'(,o,)
''

where Gr(cx) ís given by C2.14). For this Ëerm the contour ín (O.6a)

can be closecl ín the upper half plane and contríbution to the value of

the integral evalualed from the poles, Í.e. o = k cosO^ and ot = iY-o 'n

There are no.branch points in this region. Addíng the contribution

from the second tern ín (D.6a) and evaluating the residues, the pole

at o = k cosOo gives a,contributíon -exp(-íkx cos0o - iky sinOo)

which exactly canceis the incídent rrrave. The poles at o - iYn

represent the scattered propagating and non-propagating modes inside

the rvaveguide (left hand side for the above terrn). Evaluating the

íntegral at these poles and treatÍng the other terms ín the integrand.

in a similar fashion, the expressíons for 
";"0 

and .i"t (for large

for the left hand side i.raveguide simplify to

-2b "o=(kb 
sinOo)(k + k cos0o)%{iVr, - i.¡%

; n = 1r3r5
K*(k cos0o) (iyr, - k cosOo)r.(1) (iyr.,)

¿)

SED

n

r,(1) (iv )- 'n

2i sin(kb sinO )
o

(iyn k cos0o)L*(k cos0o)tjt) (iyr,)

CD. B)

; n = 21416

where

:_- v
d0

--l
dcr

(o,)L
lo=iY,,

(o) 
I

l o=iY'

(D. e)
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and

í2b cos(kb sinOo)

K Ck cosO ) Ck-o
-t- F2 (b 

' 
g) 

)_

eÐ%Gyn - k)% .i(kl.-r/4)"-i2ta 
cosoo

- iy")r(1) (trrr) *l Cr.l (2ttk9.)\s'nG 
o/ 2)nï

(r

int
n

; n = 1,3,5...

sin(kb sinoo) (tcb)eí lGL'-r/Ð e-í2kd 
cosOo 

(1 + F2(b,ø))

cos0o) (k - iyr,)r(1) (ryrr)tf Cr.> o9.) (2rut)4rin2 (o o/z)
tnnL(t

n = 2,4,6...

(D.r0)

A1so, for the sake of conveníence, (n.B) and (0.10) have been normalized.
ikd cosO^

with respect to . o 
, the incident field at the aperture of the

left hand síde røaveguíde. For the second rnaveguide, the expressíons
eêñ intf or c""v and c_ --- are obtained f rom (D. B) and (D. 10) ï/íth 0nno

replacedby n-0o
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